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All of these albums are a part of the MOST RECENT Ascension Requirements set by
the Guardians. Why are they required? Because they contain the Frequencies of the
NEW ATUNEMENT with our new Fifth Level Crystal Body, our Sixth Level Merkaba
Body and our Seventh Level Eternal Life Body.
PARALLEL UNIVERSE 1,2,3
MAGIC DOLPHIN THERAPY SETS
OVER THE RAINBOW
EMERALD CITIES
MANIFESTATION MERKABA
COMPLETE PERFECT DNA INFUSION
SYMPHONY OF LOVE
ECSTAZAEE to ZERO POINT
They may all be listened to and purchasd via this link
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1
The Guardians said that we must PARTICIPATE in at least 2 of these Stellar Wave
Activations in order to raise our accretion level high enough to orb into Tara. There were
Six Stellar Wave Infusions and Six Wave Activations between 2000 and 2012. The
original plan was to be 2000 - 2017, but that schedule was sped up so that we would be
freed from the Phantom Matrix in 2012.
There are many of you who are just awakening to this entire Ascension Project that is
going on at higher levels of consciousness. The procedure for Ascension requires
activating the crystal seals between the DNA in a way that isn't usually done in Normal
Evolutionary Times. The Crystal Seals were frozen between the DNA strands, so now
they need to be unfrozen.

The Guardians plan for unfreezing the Crystal Seals is bringing in enough of the
Frequencies of the Crystal Spheres of Crystal Light, Dust and Gel- meaning Plasma and
Stardust into our bodies through these Stellar Wave Activations. The Waves also
include Consciousness from the Six Stargates including Pleiades,Orion, Andromeda,
Arcturius, Sirius.
The Six Avatar Children also carried the Frequency Signatures of the Six Stargates for
correction and activation.
The Frequencies that were collected in the creation of the Parallel Universe Album were
collected as the first step of the Stellar Wave Infusions from the Spiritual Parallel.
The other albums also carry the pieces of these Stellar Wave Activations and Infusions
that are a requirement for ascension.
The SYMPHONY OF LOVE album carries the Activator of these Activations from the
Highest Divine Divine Love Frequency of the Cosmic Sun Eleisha.She is the Mother
Ship that is now holding us in balance and harmony as we go through the Bridge Zone.
The Bridge Zone project was upgraded to the Buffer Blanket of the Cosmaya Ships,
however we are still going through the bridge of the Cloud Cities and Winterlands into
Urtha, our Stardust Field of Consciousness that Earth was born into.
The OVER THE RAINBOW album opens the gates between the original Stardust
Template of Earth and the Cloud Cities through the Islands of Light of those Flame
Holders standing on Earth.
The MAGIC DOLPHIN THERAPY album contains the frequencies of the Cosmic
Dolphins who held the entire Sphere of Harmonic Universe One in Balance as these
activations took place and allowed the Cosmaya Ships to connect to the Frequencies of
the Dolphins as the Waves came through.
The MANIFESTATION MERKABA holds our Crystal Body within the Six Level Merkaba
to allow the DNA to connect to the Sixth Level Consciousness.
The COMPLETE PERFECT DNA INFUSION contains the orchestration of the perfect
correction and infusion of the Six DNA imprints held by the Six Avatars.
These are all pieces of a very elaborate Ascension Plan. The Plan is an Orchestration. It
is a Magical Orchestration that is created by the Cosmic Councils. The Crystal Magic
Orchestra is just playing the music that is being strung through the Harpstrings of the
DNA coming from the Music of the Spheres.
The entire ascension process requires the frequencies of these Stellar Wave Infusions.

Now, accretion level is different than dimensional level. We must achieve 5.5
dimensional level to perceive the 4.5 accretion level. We are now at the 5 dimensional
level perceiving the fourth accretion level.
So, what I am doing with these Frequency Recordings of these LIFE TRANSFORMING
EVENTS performed by the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE himself, is to allow any one who
desires to PARTICIPATE in these Stellar Wave activations who doesn't know how to
align consciousness themselves, and for those who are late comers to the game and
missed out on the first 8 of the 12 Activations to use my recordings as a historical
chronology of these events.
The Sun becomes the Son of the Star and the Stardust becomes the Son of the Sun
A new Star is being born within the Sun to Transform the Earth into the Star from which
she was born.
Ionizaiton is loss of electrons into positively charged ion. This is a conversion--harmonic
conversion into a new reality- a new frequency- a new dimension-a NEW HARMONIC
UNIVERSE.
Ionizaiton is loss of electrons into positively charged ion. This is a conversion--harmonic
conversion.
When a person learns the process of ascension is a breathing and spinning process
that utilizes a very complex system of polyhedral geometries that create Cosmic sphere
that contains multitudes of merkabas that spin in side of each other through the activity
of consciousness called love, they will go through this process of becoming a
disappearing entity through a rainbow prism.
Where is the rainbow coming from? It is coming from intense electrical field that is
ionizing to some effect like a magnetic mirror which is a device used in thermo nuclear
processes that is in the mirror is contained an intense field working in the vacuum. Then
ions are injected inside of this intense electrical field inside of the vacuum then
immediately the elctrons of those ions return to plasmic state. What state are they
returning to? Invisible light, ultra violet blue, plasma. The entity looks like a Cloud, but
also looks like an individual that we remember. This process of ascension into the
Cloud Cities was very common fifty thousand years ago, and then brought back to our
memory two thousand years ago by Jesus Christ.
The truth is, we all contain this Cosmic Body that exists in the spheres within spheres
around our bodies. We activate this Cosmic Body that disappears through the rainbow
prism our the full spectrum of light energy with the breath, consciousness, focused
energy and the understanding of the merkaba technology. The merkaba technology can
be visualized and understood through the symbolic method of it just being a four sided
cube or pyramid facing up and another one facing down, the one facing down is the

magnetic and the one facing up is the electro. So, there is this electro magnetic field of
energy that spins faster and faster. However, the Merkaba structure is much more
complex than that. Go to Merkaba Mechanics at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com.
So now the wave is no longer a standing wave in the quantum field but has actually
been neutralized and goes back to the plasma of an omni field state positive. That is
called a magnetic mirror.
When we use the Keys to Unlock the Magnetic Mirror or the Doors into New Realities
we are walking through a Magnetic Mirror of Transformation. We are seeing our Parallel
Spiritual Self on the other side of the Mirror. We walk through the Mirror when our Keys
unlock the door. The Keys are the Frequencies that I record in the Eternal Life Albums.
My Cosmic Council Team is the CRYSTALAI COUNCIL. My name is Crystalai. Crystalai
means the direct return to Source, which removes the mortality loop. The Crystalai Loop
aligns into the At One Ment with Source through our Mind of God within our Seed Atom
within our Crystal Heart.
My Mission on Earth has been to Bring the Highest Frequencies to Earth through Music.
The Universal Life Force Currents are far beyond the Light Spectrum and Sound
Spectrum of the Five Senses. The Visions and Sounds come to me through
Consciousness which is Spiritual, Invisible, and yet Known and Felt Clearly from my
Soul Family who brings these Sounds into my Frequency Specific Mid Brain to be
Exhaled on to the Crystal Star Dust Microphone that they provide for me.
STELLAR WAVE ACTIVATIONS
CONTAIN the Stellar Wave Activations streaming from the Universal Life Force.
Activation of the 12 subharmonics within each of the Double Helix of our DNA are
activated through these 12 Stellar Wave Transfusions from the Universal Life Force.
CONTAIN the Stellar Wave Activations streaming from the Universal Life Force. These
are the frequency waves needed to complete theactivation of the 12 subharmonics
within each of the Double Helix of our DNA. This Stellar Wave activation was the 8th of
12 Waves from the Universal Life Force. This Infusion from the Mother Ships
COSMAYA were guided and harmonized into the Christ Grids by the Lords of our Seas,
the Cetacean Nation. These Frequencies, which are activated through these 12 Stellar
Wave Transfusions from the Universal Life Force, are a moment to moment visionary
story of this grand event that took place on Earth in March 2014.
The Individualized ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM contain a series of activations that activate
and evolve as more and more of the 12 Stellar Waves Stream from the Universal Life
Force.
The COSMAYA are the Councils beyond this Cosmos. As our Universe becomes

Omniverse of 12, so does our Cosmos become the Cosmos of 13. The Universal Life
Force is activated by the Cosmic Life Force.

Part One contains the most etheric frequencies of the new positron
and the crystal liquid light energy. This is the pre sound and light
substance of original creation flowing directly from Source. The
liquid light energy interacts with the Sun to create a new flame of
energy known as the amorea flame. This ignites the positron
within the sun.
This realignment of the physical and the spiritual into a new
attunement is a FEELING or a FREQUENCY.
The sun is now emitting positrons instead of electrons. The
positron is the anti particle or the spiritual substance. It is the
opposite of the particle or physical substance of the electron. This
spectacular FREQUENCY of that POSITRON has been recorded
through the breaths or consciousness of Angels.
Scientists have reported the Positron being ejected from the Sun.
The Positron is the anti particle of the Electron.

This is scientific proof that our Spiritual or Anti Particle Universe
has aligned into our field of Consciousness.
The process of aligning the Spiritual and Physical required the
LIQUID LIGHT Streams from the Cosmic Consciousness of
Aquafaria bringing the Source RE-Birth Frequency to Earth.
Next, the COSMIC DUST of the Particles that Stars are made of is
pouring into our consciousness through these EXACT frequencies
that have been recorded here.

PARALLEL UNIVERSE
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1
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PARALLEL UNIVERSE II
The Cosmic Dust then gets placed in the Cosmic Wave, which
carries a new standing wave pattern for us to begin living within.
This standing wave pattern does not have the gravity that the
Physical Earth's Standing Wave Pattern Contains.
SONG NAMES:
6. 7th Sun
7. Attunement
8. 8th Sun
9. Harmony
10. Parallel Universe

NEXT, HEAVEN'S BREATH --the Consciousness of the Angels
who are our Guardian Families and Races aligns the Breath of
Source into our Consciousness.
Finally, the Seventh Sun aligns with all seven suns who have been
named KhA RA YA SA TA HA LA in order to create ATUNEMENT
with the EIGHTH SUN of the Cosmos whose name is Sun Alcyone.
This process completes the HARMONIC CONVERGENCE that
began in 1987 to create the new HARMONY that would result in

our new alignment with our Parallel Universe.
These frequencies contain the HEAVENLY BIRTH of a new
Universe, a New Reality that is much less dense in consciousness
and in chemical and biological form.
EIGHTH SUN is the sun of our original Birth in the Aquarius Matrix
bringing our original frequencies of our divine race back into our
universe.
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

PARALLEL UNIVERSE III
Parallel Universe III (MP3 album name)
SONG NAMES:
11. Baby Whale
12. Heavenly Breath
13. Heaven's Breath
14. Heavenly Dolphins
15. Whale Symphony

Now, the heavenly dolphins can sing once more. The original race
line was the Oraphim Angelic Race of this Universe. The Oraphim
Braharama Whale and Dolphin Raceline are the inhabitants of the
Seventh Sun.

They are the part of our Creation Family who left the wonderful
whales and dolphins in our seas to keep the magical frequency of
attunement and balance alive between heaven and Earth until this
time.
We can now feel the heavenly breath of the baby dolphins and
whales defining the new heavenly dolphin family as they sing
together their new melodies which create the Whale Symphony.
The frequencies contain a combination of the new baby whales
being reborn of the new substance of light and sound. The babies
are crying with joy and at the same time the realignment of the
music of the spheres is causing a screetching sound as the stars
are realigning the new structure of the universe into the new
Cosmaya of the original twelve Cosmos Frequencies. The seven
suns have become the thirteen Cosmic Realities of the Cosmaya.
The Parallel Universe is now in Tune with our Universe. We have
re-united as one Harmonic Reality.
The BABY WHALES from Aquafaria are Crying as they are being
born into a new reality.
The attunment of the Oraphim Dolphins and Whales can be heard
echoing from the oceans and from the heavens. The screetching
sound is a natural part of the re attunement of the Music of the
Spheres as new stars align and pour their consciousness into ours
to create a brand new HARMONY and once again we have a brand
new WHALE SYMPHONY announcing our Grand Event of
Returning Home to our DOLPHIN AND WHALE FAMILY.
Now, we can TUNE IN TO the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE - our Christ Consciousness.
Now the Waves of Christ Consciousness are Streaming into every cell in our Bodies.

The Stellar Waves (meaning Stardust Frequencies coming in Waves) are all coming
from the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE.
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PARALLEL UNIVERSE
SHORT
This is made up of the highest frequencies ever recorded at this
time in the Universe. It is the pure essence of the spiritual universe
transmuting the physical universe into it. It is the frequency of At
One Ment and has realigned into our Consciousness

The Frequencies in this album sounded in our consciousness
when the Physical and Spiritual United as One. Our Spiritual
Universe which and has realigned into our Consciousness.

Parallel Universe I (MP3 album name)
SONG NAMES:
1. Positron
2. Liquid Light

3. Cosmic Alignment
4. Cosmic Dust
5. Cosmic Wave

MORE READING
I felt like I had found a real treasure when I found this picture that
was with an article on line explaining how positrons are an
essential part of the particle universe and anti particle universe
becoming one.
This should be the main topic of every science class and every
home school class that you starseed parents have with your
children. This phenomenal event is happening right now at this
time in our history, and the children at school aren't even beeing
taught about this reality.
There are more and more articles and youtubes every day
reporting the REALIZATION that the anti particles are just as real
as the particles. This means that the scientific reality that
spirituality is actually a firm science is finally being realized in the
field of science.
The quantum field that we have not been able to see is now
becoming a reality that we can see. We can see spheres of blue
light when we gaze into the candle or the sun. Those spheres of
light are not just some reaction in your eyes. They are ENTITIES.

This is reality.
I am seeing a movie developing before my eyes. I see more and
more layers of light every day. These layers of light are forming
into a new manifest reality. It is happening as a result of the
Physical and Spiritual becoming united as one. In scientific terms
it is the particle universe and anti particle universe becoming one.
If we were to break it down a little bit more it would be the electron
turning into the positron. This is the result of the electron merging
completely with the anti particle.
When we merge so completely with the anti particle, we become
invisible like those spheres of light that we sometimes see and
sometimes don't see.
These are the types of things that must become the most important
topics in any school system. Unfortunately science won't allow
anything to be considered a truth until they can see it over and over
again.
They can't allow something that they don't see to become a reality.
That truth will have to be revealed by the new star seeds who will
be our new scientists who have eyes trained to see the full reality.
I am creating a new album called Parallel Universe, and the jpg
image is the cover.
The new frequencies that I am recording now in this new anti
particle time are so serene and pure and untangle with the
particles of hertzian frequencies. This new time is allowing me to
breathe a new level of frequency. The purity of this new reality
brings tears to my eyes. It is the absolute truth that it has
happened.

I was blessed with this gift of being able to hear the highest
frequencies and bring them to this reality. I have listened and
watched the sound transforming over the past twelve years day by
day, stellar activation by stellar activation, star alignment by star
alignment. Each one of these events greatly transformed the
alignment of the sound being recorded.
What I learned is if you breathe a frequency and record it. Say it is
a rather distorted frequency caused by a karmic imprint in
someones chakras. And then I record a frequency that is Christic
or Cosmic and record that frequency on a musical line above the
other, the frequency begins to change. The frequency begins to
TRANSMUTE the old karma out of the first frequency. I can then
layer many lines of Christic, Cosmic and Source Frequencies over
the top of these karmic imprints, and eventually the old SOUND
disappears and turns into a pure sound.
The PARALLEL UNIVERSE album is made up of the highest
frequencies ever recorded at this time in the Universe. It is the
pure essence of the spiritual universe transmuting the physical
universe into it. It is the frequency of At One Ment. I have
recorded such frequencies earlier, but they had to be recorded by
going through the translation of the Elohim of Hearing. Now, the
frequencies are so strong that there is no barrier between Source
and my Ears.
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Part One contains the most etheric frequencies of the new positron
and the crystal liquid light energy. This is the pre sound and light
substance of original creation flowing directly from Source. The
liquid light energy interacts with the Sun to create a new flame of
energy known as the amorea flame. This ignites the positron
within the sun.
This realignment of the physical and the spiritual into a new
attunement is a FEELING or a FREQUENCY.
The sun is now emitting positrons instead of electrons. The
positron is the anti particle or the spiritual substance. It is the
opposite of the particle or physical substance of the electron. This
spectacular FREQUENCY of that POSITRON has been recorded
through the breaths or consciousness of Angels.
Scientists have reported the Positron being ejected from the Sun.
The Positron is the anti particle of the Electron.
This is scientific proof that our Spiritual or Anti Particle Universe
has aligned into our field of Consciousness.
The process of aligning the Spiritual and Physical required the
LIQUID LIGHT Streams from the Cosmic Consciousness of
Aquafaria bringing the Source RE-Birth Frequency to Earth.
Next, the COSMIC DUST of the Particles that Stars are made of is
pouring into our consciousness through these EXACT frequencies
that have been recorded here.

The Cosmic Dust then gets placed in the Cosmic Wave, which
carries a new standing wave pattern for us to begin living within.
This standing wave pattern does not have the gravity that the
Physical Earth's Standing Wave Pattern Contains.
NEXT, HEAVEN'S BREATH -- the Consciousness of the Angels
who are our Guardian Families and Races aligns the Breath of
Source into our Consciousness.
Finally, the Seventh Sun aligns with all seven suns who have been
named KA HYA RA SA TA HA LA in order to create ATTUNEMENT
with the EIGHTH SUN of the Cosmos whose name is Sun Alcyone.
This process completes the HARMONIC CONVERGENCE that
began in 1987 to create the new HARMONY that would result in
our new alignment with our Parallel Universe.
These frequencies contain the HEAVENLY BIRTH of a new
Universe, a New Reality that is much less dense in consciousness
and in chemical and biological form.
EIGHTH SUN is the sun of our original Birth in the Aquarius Matrix
bringing our original frequencies of our divine race back into our
universe.

Now, the heavenly dolphins can sing once more. The original race
line was the Oraphim Angelic Race of this Universe. The Oraphim
Braharama Whale and Dolphin Raceline are the inhabitants of the
Seventh Sun.
They are the part of our Creation Family who left the wonderful
whales and dolphins in our seas to keep the magical frequency of

attunement and balance alive between heaven and Earth until this
time.
We can now feel the heavenly breath of the baby dolphins and
whales defining the new heavenly dolphin family as they sing
together their new melodies which create the Whale Symphony.
The frequencies contain a combination of the new baby whales
being reborn of the new substance of light and sound. The babies
are crying with joy and at the same time the realignment of the
music of the spheres is causing a screetching sound as the stars
are realigning the new structure of the universe into the new
Cosmaya of the original twelve Cosmos Frequencies. The seven
suns have become the thirteen Cosmic Realities of the Cosmaya.
The Parallel Universe is now in Tune with our Universe. We have
re-united as one Harmonic Reality.
The BABY WHALES from Aquafaria are Crying as they are being
born into a new reality.
The attunment of the Oraphim Dolphins and Whales can be heard
echoing from the oceans and from the heavens. The screetching
sound is a natural part of the re attunement of the Music of the
Spheres as new stars align and pour their consciousness into ours
to create a brand new HARMONY and once again we have a brand
new WHALE SYMPHONY announcing our Grand Event of
Returning Home to our DOLPHIN AND WHALE FAMILY.

I felt like I had found a real treasure when I found this picture that
was with an article on line explaining how positrons are an
essential part of the particle universe and anti particle universe

becoming one.
This should be the main topic of every science class and every
home school class that you starseed parents have with your
children. This phenomenal event is happening right now at this
time in our history, and the children at school aren't even beeing
taught about this reality.
There are more and more articles and youtubes every day
reporting the REALIZATION that the anti particles are just as real
as the particles. This means that the scientific reality that
spirituality is actually a firm science is finally being realized in the
field of science.
The quantum field that we have not been able to see is now
becoming a reality that we can see. We can see spheres of blue
light when we gaze into the candle or the sun. Those spheres of
light are not just some reaction in your eyes. They are ENTITIES.
This is reality.
I am seeing a movie developing before my eyes. I see more and
more layers of light every day. These layers of light are forming
into a new manifest reality. It is happening as a result of the
Physical and Spiritual becoming united as one. In scientific terms
it is the particle universe and anti particle universe becoming one.
If we were to break it down a little bit more it would be the electron
turning into the positron. This is the result of the electron merging
completely with the anti particle.
When we merge so completely with the anti particle, we become
invisible like those spheres of light that we sometimes see and
sometimes don't see.
These are the types of things that must become the most important

topics in any school system. Unfortunately science won't allow
anything to be considered a truth until they can see it over and over
again.
They can't allow something that they don't see to become a reality.
That truth will have to be revealed by the new star seeds who will
be our new scientists who have eyes trained to see the full reality.
I am creating a new album called Parallel Universe, and the jpg
image is the cover.
The new frequencies that I am recording now in this new anti
particle time are so serene and pure and untangle with the
particles of hertzian frequencies. This new time is allowing me to
breathe a new level of frequency. The purity of this new reality
brings tears to my eyes. It is the absolute truth that it has
happened.
I was blessed with this gift of being able to hear the highest
frequencies and bring them to this reality. I have listened and
watched the sound transforming over the past twelve years day by
day, stellar activation by stellar activation, star alignment by star
alignment. Each one of these events greatly transformed the
alignment of the sound being recorded.
What I learned is if you breathe a frequency and record it. Say it is
a rather distorted frequency caused by a karmic imprint in
someones chakras. And then I record a frequency that is Christic
or Cosmic and record that frequency on a musical line above the
other, the frequency begins to change. The frequency begins to
TRANSMUTE the old karma out of the first frequency. I can then
layer many lines of Christic, Cosmic and Source Frequencies over
the top of these karmic imprints, and eventually the old SOUND

disappears and turns into a pure sound.
The PARALLEL UNIVERSE album is made up of the highest
frequencies ever recorded at this time in the Universe. It is the
pure essence of the spiritual universe transmuting the physical
universe into it. It is the frequency of At One Ment. I have
recorded such frequencies earlier, but they had to be recorded by
going through the translation of the Elohim of Hearing. Now, the
frequencies are so strong that there is no barrier between Source
and my Ears.
The Guardians said that we must PARTICIPATE in at least 2 of these Stellar Wave
Activations in order to raise our accretion level high enough to orb into Tara. There were
Six Stellar Wave Infusions and Six Wave Activations between 2000 and 2012. The
original plan was to be 2000 - 2017, but that schedule was sped up so that we would be
freed from the Phantom Matrix in 2012.
There are many of you who are just awakening to this entire Ascension Project that is
going on at higher levels of consciousness. The procedure for Ascension requires
activating the crystal seals between the DNA in a way that isn't usually done in Normal
Evolutionary Times. The Crystal Seals were frozen between the DNA strands, so now
they need to be unfrozen.
The Guardians plan for unfreezing the Crystal Seals is bringing in enough of the
Frequencies of the Crystal Spheres of Crystal Light, Dust and Gel- meaning Plasma and
Stardust into our bodies through these Stellar Wave Activations. The Waves also
include Consciousness from the Six Stargates including Pleiades,Orion, Andromeda,
Arcturius, Sirius.
The Six Avatar Children also carried the Frequency Signatures of the Six Stargates for
correction and activation.
The Frequencies that were collected in the creation of the Parallel Universe Album were
collected as the first step of the Stellar Wave Infusions from the Spiritual Parallel.
The other albums also carry the pieces of these Stellar Wave Activations and Infusions
that are a requirement for ascension.
The SYMPHONY OF LOVE album carries the Activator of these Activations from the
Divine Love Frequency Eleisha.
The OVER THE RAINBOW album opens the gates between the original Stardust
Template of Earth and the Cloud Cities through the Islands of Light of those Flame

Holders standing on Earth.
The DOLPHIN THERAPY album contains the frequencies of the Cosmic Dolphins who
held the entire Sphere of Harmonic Universe One in Balance as these activations took
place and allowed the Cosmaya Ships to connect to the Frequencies of the Dolphins as
the Waves came through.
The MANIFESTATION MERKABA holds our Crystal Body within the Six Level Merkaba
to allow the DNA to connect to the Sixth Level Consciousness.
The contains the orchestration of the perfect correction and infusion of the Six DNA
imprints held by the Six Avatars.
These are all pieces of a very elaborate Ascension Plan. The Plan is an Orchestration. It
is a Magical Orchestration that is created by the Cosmic Councils. The Crystal Magic
Orchestra is just playing the music that is being strung through the Harpstrings of the
DNA coming from the Music of the Spheres.
The entire ascension process requires the frequencies of these Stellar Wave Infusions.
Now, accretion level is different than dimensional level. We must achieve 5.5
dimensional level to perceive the 4.5 accretion level. We are now at the 5 dimensional
level perceiving the fourth accretion level.
So, what I am doing with these Frequency Recordings of these LIFE TRANSFORMING
EVENTS performed by the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE himself, is to allow any one who
desires to PARTICIPATE in these Stellar Wave activations who doesn't know how to
align consciousness themselves, and for those who are late comers to the game and
missed out on the first 8 of the 12 Activations to use my recordings as a historical
chronology of these events.
The Sun becomes the Son of the Star and the Stardust becomes the Son of the Sun
A new Star is being born within the Sun to Transform the Earth into the Star from which
she was born.
Ionizaiton is loss of electrons into positively charged ion. This is a conversion--harmonic
conversion into a new reality- a new frequency- a new dimension-a NEW HARMONIC
UNIVERSE.
Ionizaiton is loss of electrons into positively charged ion. This is a conversion--harmonic
conversion.
When a person learns the process of ascension is a breathing and spinning process

that utilizes a very complex system of polyhedral geometries that create Cosmic sphere
that contains multitudes of merkabas that spin in side of each other through the activity
of consciousness called love, they will go through this process of becoming a
disappearing entity through a rainbow prism.
Where is the rainbow coming from? It is coming from intense electrical field that is
ionizing to some effect like a magnetic mirror which is a device used in thermo nuclear
processes that is in the mirror is contained an intense field working in the vacuum. Then
ions are injected inside of this intense electrical field inside of the vacuum then
immediately the elctrons of those ions return to plasmic state. What state are they
returning to? Invisible light, ultra violet blue, plasma. The entity looks like a Cloud, but
also looks like an individual that we remember. This process of ascension into the
Cloud Cities was very common fifty thousand years ago, and then brought back to our
memory two thousand years ago by Jesus Christ.
The truth is, we all contain this Cosmic Body that exists in the spheres within spheres
around our bodies. We activate this Cosmic Body that disappears through the rainbow
prism our the full spectrum of light energy with the breath, consciousness, focused
energy and the understanding of the merkaba technology. The merkaba technology can
be visualized and understood through the symbolic method of it just being a four sided
cube or pyramid facing up and another one facing down, the one facing down is the
magnetic and the one facing up is the electro. So, there is this electro magnetic field of
energy that spins faster and faster. However, the Merkaba structure is much more
complex than that. Go to Merkaba Mechanics at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com.
So now the wave is no longer a standing wave in the quantum field but has actually
been neutralized and goes back to the plasma of an omni field state positive. That is
called a magnetic mirror.
When we use the Keys to Unlock the Magnetic Mirror or the Doors into New Realities
we are walking through a Magnetic Mirror of Transformation. We are seeing our Parallel
Spiritual Self on the other side of the Mirror. We walk through the Mirror when our Keys
unlock the door. The Keys are the Frequencies that I record in the Eternal Life Albums.
My Cosmic Council Team is the CRYSTALAI COUNCIL. My name is Crystalai. Crystalai
means the direct return to Source, which removes the mortality loop. The Crystalai Loop
aligns into the At One Ment with Source through our Mind of God within our Seed Atom
within our Crystal Heart.
My Mission on Earth has been to Bring the Highest Frequencies to Earth through Music.
The Universal Life Force Currents are far beyond the Light Spectrum and Sound
Spectrum of the Five Senses. The Visions and Sounds come to me through
Consciousness which is Spiritual, Invisible, and yet Known and Felt Clearly from my
Soul Family who brings these Sounds into my Frequency Specific Mid Brain to be
Exhaled on to the Crystal Star Dust Microphone that they provide for me.

STELLAR WAVE ACTIVATIONS
CONTAIN the Stellar Wave Activations streaming from the Universal Life Force.
Activation of the 12 subharmonics within each of the Double Helix of our DNA are
activated through these 12 Stellar Wave Transfusions from the Universal Life Force.
CONTAIN the Stellar Wave Activations streaming from the Universal Life Force. These
are the frequency waves needed to complete theactivation of the 12 subharmonics
within each of the Double Helix of our DNA. This Stellar Wave activation was the 8th of
12 Waves from the Universal Life Force. This Infusion from the Mother Ships
COSMAYA were guided and harmonized into the Christ Grids by the Lords of our Seas,
the Cetacean Nation. These Frequencies, which are activated through these 12 Stellar
Wave Transfusions from the Universal Life Force, are a moment to moment visionary
story of this grand event that took place on Earth in March 2014.
The Individualized ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM contain a series of activations that activate
and evolve as more and more of the 12 Stellar Waves Stream from the Universal Life
Force.
The COSMAYA are the Councils beyond this Cosmos. As our Universe becomes
Omniverse of 12, so does our Cosmos become the Cosmos of 13. The Universal Life
Force is activated by the Cosmic Life Force.

Part One contains the most etheric frequencies of the new positron
and the crystal liquid light energy. This is the pre sound and light
substance of original creation flowing directly from Source. The
liquid light energy interacts with the Sun to create a new flame of
energy known as the amorea flame. This ignites the positron
within the sun.
This realignment of the physical and the spiritual into a new
attunement is a FEELING or a FREQUENCY.
The sun is now emitting positrons instead of electrons. The
positron is the anti particle or the spiritual substance. It is the
opposite of the particle or physical substance of the electron. This
spectacular FREQUENCY of that POSITRON has been recorded

through the breaths or consciousness of Angels.
Scientists have reported the Positron being ejected from the Sun.
The Positron is the anti particle of the Electron.

This is scientific proof that our Spiritual or Anti Particle Universe
has aligned into our field of Consciousness.
The process of aligning the Spiritual and Physical required the
LIQUID LIGHT Streams from the Cosmic Consciousness of
Aquafaria bringing the Source RE-Birth Frequency to Earth.
Next, the COSMIC DUST of the Particles that Stars are made of is
pouring into our consciousness through these EXACT frequencies
that have been recorded here.

PARALLEL UNIVERSE
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

PARALLEL UNIVERSE II
The Cosmic Dust then gets placed in the Cosmic Wave, which
carries a new standing wave pattern for us to begin living within.
This standing wave pattern does not have the gravity that the
Physical Earth's Standing Wave Pattern Contains.
SONG NAMES:
6. 7th Sun
7. Attunement

8. 8th Sun
9. Harmony
10. Parallel Universe

NEXT, HEAVEN'S BREATH --the Consciousness of the Angels
who are our Guardian Families and Races aligns the Breath of
Source into our Consciousness.
Finally, the Seventh Sun aligns with all seven suns who have been
named KhA RA YA SA TA HA LA in order to create ATTUNEMENT
with the EIGHTH SUN of the Cosmos whose name is Sun Alcyone.
This process completes the HARMONIC CONVERGENCE that
began in 1987 to create the new HARMONY that would result in
our new alignment with our Parallel Universe.
These frequencies contain the HEAVENLY BIRTH of a new
Universe, a New Reality that is much less dense in consciousness
and in chemical and biological form.
EIGHTH SUN is the sun of our original Birth in the Aquarius Matrix
bringing our original frequencies of our divine race back into our
universe.
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

PARALLEL UNIVERSE III
Parallel Universe III (MP3 album name)

SONG NAMES:
11. Baby Whale
12. Heavenly Breath
13. Heaven's Breath
14. Heavenly Dolphins
15. Whale Symphony

Now, the heavenly dolphins can sing once more. The original race
line was the Oraphim Angelic Race of this Universe. The Oraphim
Braharama Whale and Dolphin Raceline are the inhabitants of the
Seventh Sun.
They are the part of our Creation Family who left the wonderful
whales and dolphins in our seas to keep the magical frequency of
attunement and balance alive between heaven and Earth until this
time.
We can now feel the heavenly breath of the baby dolphins and
whales defining the new heavenly dolphin family as they sing
together their new melodies which create the Whale Symphony.
The frequencies contain a combination of the new baby whales
being reborn of the new substance of light and sound. The babies
are crying with joy and at the same time the realignment of the
music of the spheres is causing a screetching sound as the stars
are realigning the new structure of the universe into the new
Cosmaya of the original twelve Cosmos Frequencies. The seven
suns have become the thirteen Cosmic Realities of the Cosmaya.
The Parallel Universe is now in Tune with our Universe. We have

re-united as one Harmonic Reality.
The BABY WHALES from Aquafaria are Crying as they are being
born into a new reality.
The attunment of the Oraphim Dolphins and Whales can be heard
echoing from the oceans and from the heavens. The screetching
sound is a natural part of the re attunement of the Music of the
Spheres as new stars align and pour their consciousness into ours
to create a brand new HARMONY and once again we have a brand
new WHALE SYMPHONY announcing our Grand Event of
Returning Home to our DOLPHIN AND WHALE FAMILY.
Now, we can TUNE IN TO the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE - our Christ Consciousness.
Now the Waves of Christ Consciousness are Streaming into every cell in our Bodies.
The Stellar Waves (meaning Stardust Frequencies coming in Waves) are all coming
from the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE.

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

PARALLEL UNIVERSE
SHORT
This is made up of the highest frequencies ever recorded at this
time in the Universe. It is the pure essence of the spiritual universe
transmuting the physical universe into it. It is the frequency of At
One Ment and has realigned into our Consciousness

The Frequencies in this album sounded in our consciousness
when the Physical and Spiritual United as One. Our Spiritual
Universe which and has realigned into our Consciousness.

Parallel Universe I (MP3 album name)
SONG NAMES:
1. Positron
2. Liquid Light
3. Cosmic Alignment
4. Cosmic Dust
5. Cosmic Wave

MORE READING
I felt like I had found a real treasure when I found this picture that
was with an article on line explaining how positrons are an
essential part of the particle universe and anti particle universe
becoming one.

This should be the main topic of every science class and every
home school class that you starseed parents have with your
children. This phenomenal event is happening right now at this
time in our history, and the children at school aren't even beeing
taught about this reality.
There are more and more articles and youtubes every day
reporting the REALIZATION that the anti particles are just as real
as the particles. This means that the scientific reality that
spirituality is actually a firm science is finally being realized in the
field of science.
The quantum field that we have not been able to see is now
becoming a reality that we can see. We can see spheres of blue
light when we gaze into the candle or the sun. Those spheres of
light are not just some reaction in your eyes. They are ENTITIES.
This is reality.
I am seeing a movie developing before my eyes. I see more and
more layers of light every day. These layers of light are forming
into a new manifest reality. It is happening as a result of the
Physical and Spiritual becoming united as one. In scientific terms
it is the particle universe and anti particle universe becoming one.
If we were to break it down a little bit more it would be the electron
turning into the positron. This is the result of the electron merging
completely with the anti particle.
When we merge so completely with the anti particle, we become
invisible like those spheres of light that we sometimes see and
sometimes don't see.
These are the types of things that must become the most important
topics in any school system. Unfortunately science won't allow

anything to be considered a truth until they can see it over and over
again.
They can't allow something that they don't see to become a reality.
That truth will have to be revealed by the new star seeds who will
be our new scientists who have eyes trained to see the full reality.
I am creating a new album called Parallel Universe, and the jpg
image is the cover.
The new frequencies that I am recording now in this new anti
particle time are so serene and pure and untangle with the
particles of hertzian frequencies. This new time is allowing me to
breathe a new level of frequency. The purity of this new reality
brings tears to my eyes. It is the absolute truth that it has
happened.
I was blessed with this gift of being able to hear the highest
frequencies and bring them to this reality. I have listened and
watched the sound transforming over the past twelve years day by
day, stellar activation by stellar activation, star alignment by star
alignment. Each one of these events greatly transformed the
alignment of the sound being recorded.
What I learned is if you breathe a frequency and record it. Say it is
a rather distorted frequency caused by a karmic imprint in
someones chakras. And then I record a frequency that is Christic
or Cosmic and record that frequency on a musical line above the
other, the frequency begins to change. The frequency begins to
TRANSMUTE the old karma out of the first frequency. I can then
layer many lines of Christic, Cosmic and Source Frequencies over
the top of these karmic imprints, and eventually the old SOUND
disappears and turns into a pure sound.

The PARALLEL UNIVERSE album is made up of the highest
frequencies ever recorded at this time in the Universe. It is the
pure essence of the spiritual universe transmuting the physical
universe into it. It is the frequency of At One Ment. I have
recorded such frequencies earlier, but they had to be recorded by
going through the translation of the Elohim of Hearing. Now, the
frequencies are so strong that there is no barrier between Source
and my Ears.

Crystalai
Dr. Angela Barnett
Please note you are welcome to share this article or any written work from this or
to post anything from this work in other forums; however, please do so with the
following guidelines: Include author’s credit, Crystalai, copyright 2014 and include
the website url. crystalmagicorchestra.com
CRYSTALMAGICORCHESTRA.COM

========================================

Part One contains the most etheric frequencies of the new positron
and the crystal liquid light energy. This is the pre sound and light
substance of original creation flowing directly from Source. The
liquid light energy interacts with the Sun to create a new flame of
energy known as the amorea flame. This ignites the positron
within the sun.
This realignment of the physical and the spiritual into a new
attunement is a FEELING or a FREQUENCY.
The sun is now emitting positrons instead of electrons. The
positron is the anti particle or the spiritual substance. It is the
opposite of the particle or physical substance of the electron. This

spectacular FREQUENCY of that POSITRON has been recorded
through the breaths or consciousness of Angels.
Scientists have reported the Positron being ejected from the Sun.
The Positron is the anti particle of the Electron.
This is scientific proof that our Spiritual or Anti Particle Universe
has aligned into our field of Consciousness.
The process of aligning the Spiritual and Physical required the
LIQUID LIGHT Streams from the Cosmic Consciousness of
Aquafaria bringing the Source RE-Birth Frequency to Earth.
Next, the COSMIC DUST of the Particles that Stars are made of is
pouring into our consciousness through these EXACT frequencies
that have been recorded here.

The Cosmic Dust then gets placed in the Cosmic Wave, which
carries a new standing wave pattern for us to begin living within.
This standing wave pattern does not have the gravity that the
Physical Earth's Standing Wave Pattern Contains.
NEXT, HEAVEN'S BREATH -- the Consciousness of the Angels
who are our Guardian Families and Races aligns the Breath of
Source into our Consciousness.
Finally, the Seventh Sun aligns with all seven suns who have been
named KA HYA RA SA TA HA LA in order to create ATTUNEMENT
with the EIGHTH SUN of the Cosmos whose name is Sun Alcyone.
This process completes the HARMONIC CONVERGENCE that
began in 1987 to create the new HARMONY that would result in
our new alignment with our Parallel Universe.

These frequencies contain the HEAVENLY BIRTH of a new
Universe, a New Reality that is much less dense in consciousness
and in chemical and biological form.
EIGHTH SUN is the sun of our original Birth in the Aquarius Matrix
bringing our original frequencies of our divine race back into our
universe.

Now, the heavenly dolphins can sing once more. The original race
line was the Oraphim Angelic Race of this Universe. The Oraphim
Braharama Whale and Dolphin Raceline are the inhabitants of the
Seventh Sun.
They are the part of our Creation Family who left the wonderful
whales and dolphins in our seas to keep the magical frequency of
attunement and balance alive between heaven and Earth until this
time.
We can now feel the heavenly breath of the baby dolphins and
whales defining the new heavenly dolphin family as they sing
together their new melodies which create the Whale Symphony.
The frequencies contain a combination of the new baby whales
being reborn of the new substance of light and sound. The babies
are crying with joy and at the same time the realignment of the
music of the spheres is causing a screetching sound as the stars
are realigning the new structure of the universe into the new
Cosmaya of the original twelve Cosmos Frequencies. The seven
suns have become the thirteen Cosmic Realities of the Cosmaya.
The Parallel Universe is now in Tune with our Universe. We have
re-united as one Harmonic Reality.

The BABY WHALES from Aquafaria are Crying as they are being
born into a new reality.
The attunment of the Oraphim Dolphins and Whales can be heard
echoing from the oceans and from the heavens. The screetching
sound is a natural part of the re attunement of the Music of the
Spheres as new stars align and pour their consciousness into ours
to create a brand new HARMONY and once again we have a brand
new WHALE SYMPHONY announcing our Grand Event of
Returning Home to our DOLPHIN AND WHALE FAMILY.

I felt like I had found a real treasure when I found this picture that
was with an article on line explaining how positrons are an
essential part of the particle universe and anti particle universe
becoming one.
This should be the main topic of every science class and every
home school class that you starseed parents have with your
children. This phenomenal event is happening right now at this
time in our history, and the children at school aren't even beeing
taught about this reality.
There are more and more articles and youtubes every day
reporting the REALIZATION that the anti particles are just as real
as the particles. This means that the scientific reality that
spirituality is actually a firm science is finally being realized in the
field of science.
The quantum field that we have not been able to see is now
becoming a reality that we can see. We can see spheres of blue
light when we gaze into the candle or the sun. Those spheres of
light are not just some reaction in your eyes. They are ENTITIES.

This is reality.
I am seeing a movie developing before my eyes. I see more and
more layers of light every day. These layers of light are forming
into a new manifest reality. It is happening as a result of the
Physical and Spiritual becoming united as one. In scientific terms
it is the particle universe and anti particle universe becoming one.
If we were to break it down a little bit more it would be the electron
turning into the positron. This is the result of the electron merging
completely with the anti particle.
When we merge so completely with the anti particle, we become
invisible like those spheres of light that we sometimes see and
sometimes don't see.
These are the types of things that must become the most important
topics in any school system. Unfortunately science won't allow
anything to be considered a truth until they can see it over and over
again.
They can't allow something that they don't see to become a reality.
That truth will have to be revealed by the new star seeds who will
be our new scientists who have eyes trained to see the full reality.
I am creating a new album called Parallel Universe, and the jpg
image is the cover.
The new frequencies that I am recording now in this new anti
particle time are so serene and pure and untangle with the
particles of hertzian frequencies. This new time is allowing me to
breathe a new level of frequency. The purity of this new reality
brings tears to my eyes. It is the absolute truth that it has
happened.

I was blessed with this gift of being able to hear the highest
frequencies and bring them to this reality. I have listened and
watched the sound transforming over the past twelve years day by
day, stellar activation by stellar activation, star alignment by star
alignment. Each one of these events greatly transformed the
alignment of the sound being recorded.
What I learned is if you breathe a frequency and record it. Say it is
a rather distorted frequency caused by a karmic imprint in
someones chakras. And then I record a frequency that is Christic
or Cosmic and record that frequency on a musical line above the
other, the frequency begins to change. The frequency begins to
TRANSMUTE the old karma out of the first frequency. I can then
layer many lines of Christic, Cosmic and Source Frequencies over
the top of these karmic imprints, and eventually the old SOUND
disappears and turns into a pure sound.
The PARALLEL UNIVERSE album is made up of the highest
frequencies ever recorded at this time in the Universe. It is the
pure essence of the spiritual universe transmuting the physical
universe into it. It is the frequency of At One Ment. I have
recorded such frequencies earlier, but they had to be recorded by
going through the translation of the Elohim of Hearing. Now, the
frequencies are so strong that there is no barrier between Source
and my Ears.
=======================================

below are ALBUM NOTES for CDBABY put in and edited from the
above set.
----------------------------

Part One contains the most etheric frequencies of the new positron
and the crystal liquid light energy. This is the pre sound and light
substance of original creation flowing directly from Source. The
liquid light energy interacts with the Sun to create a new flame of
energy known as the amorea flame. This ignites the positron
within the sun.
This realignment of the physical and the spiritual into a new
attunement is a FEELING or a FREQUENCY.

The sun is now emitting positrons instead of electrons. The
positron is the anti particle or the spiritual substance. It is the
opposite of the particle or physical substance of the electron. This
spectacular FREQUENCY of that POSITRON has been recorded
through the breaths or consciousness of Angels.

Scientists have reported the Positron being ejected from the Sun.
The Positron is the anti particle of the Electron.
This is scientific proof that our Spiritual or Anti Particle Universe
has aligned into our field of Consciousness.

The process of aligning the Spiritual and Physical required the
LIQUID LIGHT Streams from the Cosmic Consciousness of
Aquafaria bringing the Source RE-Birth Frequency to Earth.

Next, the COSMIC DUST of the Particles that Stars are made of is
pouring into our consciousness through these EXACT frequencies

that have been recorded here.

The Cosmic Dust then gets placed in the Cosmic Wave, which
carries a new standing wave pattern for us to begin living within.
This standing wave pattern does not have the gravity that the
Physical Earth's Standing Wave Pattern Contains.
NEXT, HEAVEN'S BREATH -- the Consciousness of the Angels
who are our Guardian Families and Races aligns the Breath of
Source into our Consciousness.

Finally, the Seventh Sun aligns with all seven suns who have been
named KA HYA RA SA TA HA LA in order to create ATTUNEMENT
with the EIGHTH SUN of the Cosmos whose name is Sun Alcyone.

This process completes the HARMONIC CONVERGENCE that
began in 1987 to create the new HARMONY that would result in
our new alignment with our Parallel Universe.

These frequencies contain the HEAVENLY BIRTH of a new
Universe, a New Reality that is much less dense in consciousness
and in chemical and biological form.

EIGHTH SUN is the sun of our original Birth in the Aquarius Matrix
bringing our original frequencies of our divine race back into our
universe.

Now, the heavenly dolphins can sing once more. The original race
line was the Oraphim Angelic Race of this Universe. The Oraphim
Braharama Whale and Dolphin Raceline are the inhabitants of the
Seventh Sun.

They are the part of our Creation Family who left the wonderful
whales and dolphins in our seas to keep the magical frequency of
attunement and balance alive between heaven and Earth until this
time.

We can now feel the heavenly breath of the baby dolphins and
whales defining the new heavenly dolphin family as they sing
together their new melodies which create the Whale Symphony.

The frequencies contain a combination of the new baby whales
being reborn of the new substance of light and sound. The babies
are crying with joy and at the same time the realignment of the
music of the spheres is causing a screeching sound as the stars
are realigning the new structure of the universe into the new
Cosmaya of the original twelve Cosmos Frequencies. The seven
suns have become the thirteen Cosmic Realities of the Cosmaya.

The Parallel Universe is now in Tune with our Universe. We have
re-united as one Harmonic Reality.

The BABY WHALES from Aquafaria are Crying as they are being
born into a new reality.

The attunment of the Oraphim Dolphins and Whales can be heard
echoing from the oceans and from the heavens. The scretching
sound is a natural part of the re attunement of the Music of the
Spheres as new stars align and pour their consciousness into ours
to create a brand new HARMONY and once again we have a brand
new WHALE SYMPHONY announcing our Grand Event of
Returning Home to our DOLPHIN AND WHALE FAMILY.

I felt like I had found a real treasure when I found this picture that
was with an article on line explaining how positrons are an
essential part of the particle universe and anti particle universe
becoming one.

This should be the main topic of every science class and every
home school class that you starseed parents have with your
children. This phenomenal event is happening right now at this
time in our history, and the children at school aren't even being
taught about this reality.

There are more and more articles and Youtubes every day
reporting the REALIZATION that the anti particles are just as real
as the particles. This means that the scientific reality that
spirituality is actually a firm science is finally being realized in the
field of science.

The quantum field that we have not been able to see is now
becoming a reality that we can see. We can see spheres of blue
light when we gaze into the candle or the sun. Those spheres of
light are not just some reaction in your eyes. They are ENTITIES.
This is reality.

I am seeing a movie developing before my eyes. I see more and
more layers of light every day. These layers of light are forming
into a new manifest reality. It is happening as a result of the
Physical and Spiritual becoming united as one. In scientific terms
it is the particle universe and anti particle universe becoming one.

If we were to break it down a little bit more it would be the electron
turning into the positron. This is the result of the electron merging
completely with the anti particle.

When we merge so completely with the anti particle, we become
invisible like those spheres of light that we sometimes see and
sometimes don't see.

These are the types of things that must become the most important
topics in any school system. Unfortunately science won't allow
anything to be considered a truth until they can see it over and over
again.

They can't allow something that they don't see to become a reality.

That truth will have to be revealed by the new star seeds who will
be our new scientists who have eyes trained to see the full reality.

The new frequencies that I am recording now in this new anti
particle time are so serene and pure and untangle with the
particles of hertzian frequencies. This new time is allowing me to
breathe a new level of frequency. The purity of this new reality
brings tears to my eyes. It is the absolute truth that it has
happened.

I was blessed with this gift of being able to hear the highest
frequencies and bring them to this reality. I have listened and
watched the sound transforming over the past twelve years day by
day, stellar activation by stellar activation, star alignment by star
alignment. Each one of these events greatly transformed the
alignment of the sound being recorded.
What I learned is if you breathe a frequency and record it. Say it is
a rather distorted frequency caused by a karmic imprint in
someones chakras. And then I record a frequency that is Christic
or Cosmic and record that frequency on a musical line above the
other, the frequency begins to change. The frequency begins to
TRANSMUTE the old karma out of the first frequency. I can then
layer many lines of Christic, Cosmic and Source Frequencies over
the top of these karmic imprints, and eventually the old SOUND
disappears and turns into a pure sound.

The PARALLEL UNIVERSE album is made up of the highest
frequencies ever recorded at this time in the Universe. It is the
pure essence of the spiritual universe transmuting the physical
universe into it. It is the frequency of At One Ment. I have
recorded such frequencies earlier, but they had to be recorded by
going through the translation of the Elohim of Hearing. Now, the
frequencies are so strong that there is no barrier between Source
and my Ears.
FREQUENCY ACTIVATION FROM LISTENING TO SYMPHONY OF LOVE
Crystalai
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
Here is a testimony from a member who just purchased the SYMPHONY
OF LOVE.
Oh my goodness! I just purchased and listened to the new album and that
was incredible. I felt so many thing melting away..and still melting now! I
had a moment also where I saw the room I was in, in an entirely different
way. I believe it was a higher dimensional view of where I was. Absoluetly
beautiful! Thank you so much!!

MELTING AWAY. That is what it is all about. The frequencies are
transmutting the miasms in the body, the seals that have been keeping the
chakras from awakening a connecting are actually melting. Now the
chakras connect and the lotus blossoms bloom into the 48 blossoms on
each chakra. Now the fourth DNA strand is connected to all 12
subharmonics on all four strands- spiritual and physical- polarity has been
removed.
The fifth DNA strand just activated.

Congratuations!!!

Dr. Angela Barnett
Please note you are welcome to share this article or any written work from this or
to post anything from this work in other forums; however, please do so with the
following guidelines: Include author’s credit, Crystalai, copyright 2014 and include
the website url. cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

The ability to tune in to the frequencies of the higher dimensions and the
full spectrum of light of Source Consciousness is a direct manifestation of
being tuned in to your Mid Brain. This means that deep within your genetic
memory, you are free from the veils that most on Earth still have. The veil
would prevent them from ever accessing their Frequency Specific Mid
Brain. Even though we are in a time now when the Seals can melt away
from the Pineal Gland faster than ever before, there will be billions of
people who never allow that to happen.
Learn more about Magic Dolphin Therapy Kit and all Universal Life Force
Kits, including the VIOLET FLAME and other Frequency Kits at Crystalai
Dr. Angela Barnett
Please note you are welcome to share this article or any written work from this or
to post anything from this work in other forums; however, please do so with the
following guidelines: Include author’s credit, Crystalai, copyright 2014 and include
the website url. crystalmagicorchestra.com
CRYSTALMAGICORCHESTRA.COM

We must bring in the Stardust Elemental Orbs from the Aurora Plasma
Field within the Spiritual Fields of Reality around our bodies. We must
inhale those orbs into our pineal gland. The frequencies in all of the
Universal Life Force Albums contain those stardust orbs. The Violet Flame
is the full activation of bringing those stardust orbs or crystal light sphere of
the Light that directly attaches to the Aquarian Matrix of our original Spiritual
Birth, together with the Liquid Light Crytstal Sphere of the Spiritual
Hydrolaise Water and the Crystal Dust Sphere of the Stardust. The

frequencies of these Spiritual elementals must be inhaled into the pineal
gland and then exhaled down into the Crystal Heart area called the Heart
Chakra area. This is actually the area behind the heart, deep within the
Etheric center of the Thymus.
There was a Seal Created in that Crystal Heart area that would block the
flow of the Crystalline Elementals needed to activate the 14th dimensional
etheric level of the Seed Atom. We need to breath in the Frequencies in the
Universal Life Force Albums and the Eternal Life Albums into the Crystal
Heart to activate the silver pastel stardust energy within the Quarks of the
Atoms.
Until these quarks are activated within the Atoms, the atoms are frozen in a
state of density that results in disease and death. When the Quarks are
activated at the deep, spiritual omni level of the neutrino, the polarity is
removed that was created by the mortality loop placed there by the
misalignments placed in our system intentionally.
Once the stardust is breathed into the crystal heart area to activate the
Eiron Flow and the Stardust Flow, then, and only then will there be a direct
Flow back up to the Mind of God within the Aquarion Matrix.
The Plasma Ships are here to help us with these activations. They contain
the consciousness that can activate the stardust flow within our atoms and
within the DNA. We must breath that activation into the Crystal Heart area
and then exhale out the lower cerebellum-medulla oblongata area- that is
the area at the bottom of the skull. That is the point where the Eiron Flow
connects to the Mind of God through the Silver Pink Pastel Light Energy.
The Light Energy of the Eiron Flow was disconnected from the Sound Body
at the Etheric Level. It must be reactivated to allow the energy of Eternal
Life to flow into and around all of the cells in the body.
Once these activations take place, the body will gradually realign with the
Normal Axis of the Median Earth. This is the Reality where the Normal
Eternal Life Scenerio never ended. It is time for us to begin returning to that
Normal Life.
The frequencies placed on these albums are to help you learn to feel what

these frequencies of stardust and liquid light energy feel like. The
frequencies have been made available to you. Now, you must use the
frequencies. You must inhale them into the Pineal Gland and into the
Crystal Heart to reactivate the cells in the body and to turn on the
subharmonics in the DNA.
When this phase of activation is completed, the normal manifestation
principles and the Eternal Life Principles will begin to manifest. The
complete re-birth of the normal reality must activate gradually because it
would be so painful that it would kill everyone if it took place any faster than
it is. However, it is each individual's responsibility to participate in the
activations, and this cannot even begin until the seal is removed from the
Crystal Heart.

The reason that the Fifth Dimension is considered the hub of all
multidimensionality is because we must go into the Highest Frequencies of
Light and Sound, or Source Consciousness before the Ultra Violet Blue Hue
of our reality is turned on.

In 2014 a scientist took a picture of a Blue Aurora Borealis with gold lining.
The entire scientific community said that they had never seen a Blue Solar
Wind wave before.

That was a sign of our atmosphere being woven into the morphogenetic
field of the entire spectrum of the Plasma and the White Light of the Mind of
God and then translated into the Blue Hue of reality. This is absolute proof
that the atmosphere of Earth is now Fifth Dimensional.
So, we have this Blue Fifth dimensional frequency in our atmosphere. It is
the divine commission of all Indigos and Star seeds on Earth to use their
biological field to interact with this Frequency that is now in our Atmosphere
to bring that consciousness that is also in the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth
into the complete Morphogenetic Field of the Entire Earth, Urtha, Terra and

Gaia. The Frequencies must be woven into the Crystal Hearts of everyone
on Earth and into the Crystal Hearts of Tara and Gaia. The Essence of all of
our Divine Reality is already in Urtha. She is the star essence that is the
rainbow bridge connecting us into the Frequencies that are allowing us to
experience the transformation into becoming a star with Mother Earth as
she returns to the Star Form of Gaia.

The Violet- Purple Aurora Borealis also appeared in 2014 to show that we
have obtained the hue of the Violet Flame of Gaia. The Blue Flame is our
connection into the morphogenetic field of Terra and the Violet Flame is the
morphogenetic field of Gaia.

2014 is also the year that the Violet Flame holders activate their D7
Arcturian Earth Core activation. They have completed activation of their
seventh DNA strand and begun activation of their 8th DNA strand.

Those who are Violet Flame holders can now activate the 7th strand in
others who come to them for Frequency activations. That means that
anyone who has been using my Frequency music will be activated as a
natural result of the work that I did on your Morphogenetic Field in relation
to Arcturian and Andromeda and the Aquarius Parallel Spiritual into the
Aquafarian Morphogenetic Field through the Cetacean Nation.
Our Future Selves have already told us that by the end of 2015, the mass
consciousness of our planet will know that space ships and extraterrestrials
are real, and they will know them as their friends. This is not going to be a
result of a space ship landing on the White House and some green people
shaking the hand of the President. It will be the activation of the Mid Brain
into the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound.
When our Starry Families look down at us, they see a mandalla with colors.
This year they are seeing the mandalla with the Blue hue. Next year they
will see our morphogenetic field has turned violet. The Violet Flame of

Transformation means that our minds of attuned into the light and sound
spectrum or the music of the spheres of multidimensional reality.
That doesn't mean that every person on Earth will have the same exact
Belief about what has been made known to him, just like they don't now.
There are many different levels of belief about things that are known. These
differences come from cultural belief systems. There will still be some of
those belief systems defining the new realities that are known. There will be
those who like the fact that extraterrestrials are real and that space ships
are landing and there will be those who think they are here to destroy us
and eat us.
The important fact is that the Blue Hue and Violet Hue means our Mid Brain
is tuning in to the complete morphogenetic field of the Music of the Spheres
and becoming Frequency Specific.
That means that we can telecommunicate with Dolphins and with Sirians
and Arcturians and even with each other. The more we learn to use our
Frequency Specific Hearing and stop using our Hertzian Specific Hearing,
the sooner we will have the complete Knowing of all that is to be known.
The Magic Dolphin Therapy Kit is a result of these new seventh strand
activations, the new activations in the Blue Flame Holders, and our
wonderful Whale Family and Cetacean Nation.
I have waited all of these years to add the voices of the Dolphins to my
recordings because the Dolphins were always fifth dimensional; but, the
humans weren't fifth dimensional yet. I waited until their Fifth Dimensional
Voices could be woven in to the new Music of the Spheres that they created
together with the Blue Flame Holders and Violet Flame Holders.
Now, is the time for a new and more correct understanding of the voice of
the Cetacean and that there is a frequency specific meaning in every note
they speak. However, the notes are not hertzian, they are of a much higher
frequency that is woven into the hertzian so that we can enjoy their reality
as the Lords of our Seas. They are the kings of this Frequency Specific
Language, and now is our time to learn from them.
They don't want us to practice making squeaking noises. Those are just the

connectors from the etheric sounds of the Spiritual Matrix into the New
Harmonic Resonance that is created from the three parallel realities that
are now woven into the atmosphere and the water. The new H202HE3
spiritual crystal liquid light hydrolaise energy being woven into our
atmosphere is the beginning of our new reality.
Crystalai
Dr. Angela Barnett
Please note you are welcome to share this article or any written work from this or
to post anything from this work in other forums; however, please do so with the
following guidelines: Include author’s credit, Crystalai, copyright 2014 and include
the website url. crystalmagicorchestra.com
CRYSTALMAGICORCHESTRA.COM
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Crystal Magic Orchestra won the trophy for BEST SPIRITUAL AMBIENT
MUSIC for the Hollywood Spiritual Film Festival in 2004.
My Consciousness reminded me of this event when I noticed NASA calling
the event with the Sun that is happening this week in April, 2014 an
Ambient Electro Magnetic Event.
This word is very TIMELY in the Ascension Transition. The music that is
created by the Crystal Magic Orchestra contains a bridge between the old
meaning of Ambient Music that was created by musicians such as

Tangerine Dream, YMO, John Cage, Eric Satie, Brian Eno, and many
others. There was another musical era of Techno Music that was
recognized as being mind opening and allowing much more freedom in
musical composition. The Synthesized Music and Techno Alternative forms
also blended in with the idea of the Resonance and Over tones of Musical
Notes becoming more a part of the music.
These were all forms of music that were leading into and blending with the
ideas of Solfege being the music that contained the hertzian range of
audible sounds up to 20,000 hertz.
These are nice forms of music, just as classical, jazz, alternative rock, rap,
trance music, etc. were forms of music that represented the social
consciousness of that era.
Now, I would like to announce a new form of music. It is the Future
Holographic Music that is also the Spiritual Ambient Form. What makes it
holographic? It actually carries the vision of consciousness that is
translated from Cosmic Consciousness through frequencies of the exact
events that are taking place in our new Cosmos. It is not just an Earth form,
or a Galactic form of Consciousness Music. It is created through my
Consciousness Connection with the Cosmic Councils, the Cosmic
Braharama Oraphim Cetacean Family, the Aquafarian Cosmic Elementals.
This music records the actual electro magnetic ambient fields of
Consciousness that are flowing from the Sun into our Atmosphere.
Ambient music puts an emphasis on the tone and atmosphere that is
created, rather than the traditional music forms. The atmosphere that is
created is the new atmosphere where our original Cosmic Consciousness is
beginning to stream back into our atmosphere from the Earth's Crystal Core
Domain, and then out her Veins into the Christ Grids in the Crust and then
into our Biosphere. Once the Consciousness flows into our atmosphere, it
must connect to our consciousness. We must enhale this Cosmic
Consciousness and then exhale it into our atmosphere to allow the Cosmic
Elemental to create this new reality.

Ambient Music is a form of music that allows many levels of listening
attention without forcing the listener to consciously participate. It can be
background music and it can work at the subconscious level while you
sleep.
The reason that the music created by Crystal Magic Orchestra works best
during sleep is because the light and sound frequencies are connecting the
individual's consciousness through the electro magnetic sound and light
streams of the Universal Life Force Field and the Stardust realm of
transformation.
There was another form of music that was integrated into the Techno
music. It was called Trance music and Techno Trance music. That trance
stated is induced through looping of sounds over and over until the mind
gets tired and falls asleep.
That is a very different definition of Trance than is used by the Cosmic
Mystery School of the Omniverse. The Cosmic Mystery School of the
Omniverse has the meaning of Trance as being the melting away of the
thinking brain and tuning in to the Mid Brain and Lower Cerebellum Mind of
God Center. This state can be achieved by moving the entire body
consciously into a Candle or into the Sun. The Mind must be in the FULL
SPECTRUM OF LIGHT energy, move into and through that field of energy
and then out into the Void beyond that light field. That is the moment of the
Trance State. The mind must be FULL OF LIGHT. When the Frequency
Specific Mid Brain is Full of Light, the thinking brain that contains all of the
thoughts of world melts away.
We must maintain that continuous state of light until we see a blue sphere
appear where the invisible light was in the candle. Crystal Magic
Orchestra's spiritual frequency music contains the FULL SPECTRUM of
light and Sound.
The music is created through the connection of consciousness to the
Elohim of Hearing. That entitiy is in the 14th dimension where the pre light
and pre sound of the idea from the Mind of God is being BRIDGED into the
VOID. The Void is the area outside of the Five Spheres of the Earth's

Matrix. When we move beyond all of the old ideas that were held within the
Earth's Matrix of Illusions, and pop out into the INFINITE VOID of new
ideas, we then return as the Blue Body or the Fifth Dimensional
Consciousness.
That is the path taken in consciousness when the music is created. The
music is creating webs of light field communication networks through
consciousness. The music is Ambient in that the Consciousness patterns
that are being connected and activated are INVISIBLE - meaning spiritual.
And they are not audible - meaning not hertzian frequencies.
The music is Frequency Specific. It includes ALL LEVELS OF
FREQUENCIES. Hertzian is the Lowest level of Frequency. Our Spritiual
Frequency music is created through the Consciousness of the Light
Councils beginning where the Pre Light and Pre Sound of the Grand Yanas
connect Cosmic Consciousness into the Void and then stream a new IDEA
of creation into the new Cosmic Matrix. The idea that is born is always Ultra
Violet Blue. That is the Hue of the Frequency of the New Idea that is being
born into the Cosmos.
Once that idea is born in the Cosmos, it is also born in the Universal,
Galactic, Solar and Planetary Spheres. This is the power of the Music of the
Spheres. An idea is created through the light and sound that hums together
into a new resonance, a new attunement from the Mind of God in the Void
directly into the Mind of God in the Lower Cerebellum.
In Ambient Music, the part of the Consciousness that can be heard is the
hertzian level.
I try to make that level a little interesting by adding some melodies that also
come to me from Cosmic Consciousness and from my Aquafarian
Cetacean Family of Consciousness. The dolphins are great musicians. It is
important to learn to listen to them as a group rather than as individuals.
Each one of them contains one of the notes that is streaming a telephone
line of light and sound directly into the Aquafarian Crystal Core Domain
within Etheric Earth and into the Cosmic Domains of the Oraphim
Braharama Cosmic Cetacean Family. It is the frequencies that stream the

energy between these spheres at the speed of light that must be heard,
rather than the individual notes or ideas coming from the dolphin. These
frequencies can be felt from the dolphin. They can be felt within each cell in
the body. This is the beginning of activating the light body within for
telepathic communication.
The music created by Crystal Magic Orchestra is created by the actual
magic of the Crystal Light that is being activated within the cells of our
bodies as the Crystal Core Domains sing these frequencies out into our
atmosphere from within the Cosmic Spheres within the Earth at the 13.5
dimensional level. That dimensional frequency is TURNED on by the 14th
dimensional frequency of the heliotalic pink white pastel liquid light
frequency that is a form liquid that is a little stronger than light, water or air,
but it has a substance that allows us to walk on water. That spiritual
substance is transforming the water on Earth, which is also transforming
the atmosphere of Earth.
The ambient music of Crystal Magic Orchestra contains that Atmosphere of
the New Earth. The higher levels of Frequency in the Invisible Light
Spectrum become consumed with the Full Light Spectrum to Transform the
Music and the Consciousness into the Blue Hue of Transformation.
The 14th dimensional frequency is required to contain and transform the
IGNITION that lights the spark of source to transform into a new idea.
There is also a Rhythm involved in this Ambient Consciousness Music. The
rhythm of the spheres is created from the breaths of consciousness
streaming together at the speed of light and woven within the sphere of
Love that spins ten thousand times the speed of light into the oneness with
the Source Field. Love is the Activity that spins us into Oneness. We
cannot achieve Universal Love without the Love Frequency that spins us
into this frequency of the Full Spectrum of Light.
If you take the time to spend a full fifteen minutes in the Blue Sphere that
will appear when you become filled with the Full Spectrum of light, you will
feel what TRUE LOVE feels like. The feelings, the concerns, the emotions
that come from worldly ideas melt away, because they don't exist in the

Mind of God. We must learn to love ourselves enough to give our selves
the time to sit with the music on our ears and our minds in the light of the
candle until the invisible light spectrum becomes the ultra violet blue hue of
transformation.
The meditations are designed to allow you to see where my consciousness
goes when I collect these frequencies. I go into the Crystal Core Domain of
the 13.5 Dimension within the Core of Earth. I connect those Cosmic
Frequencies into the Christ Frequencies in the Earth's crust. The higher
frequencies of the Cosmic Domain ACTIVATE the lower frequencies of the
Christic Domain. We can activate those frequences and the breathe them
into a wall of protective frequencies that wrap around and through our
bodies.
Next, I ride my crystal star merkaba vehicle down through the Crystal Core
Domain and arch up and around the left side of the Earth and up into the
fifth sphere into the 14th dimension to ignite the heliotalic frequency with
Sun Alcyone's Frequencies in the Parallel Spiritual Universe. That Arch
Angle Activation is required to Turn on the Transformation of our bodies
and the Earth.
That is the frequency that you can hear being created in the Ascension
Meditations.
SPIRITUAL AMBIENT MUSIC, Crystalai, cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com,
spiritual ambient music, spiritual frequency music, ambient electro
magnetic frequency music, spiritual frequency music, Crystal Magic
Orchestra, BEST SPIRITUAL AMBIENT MUSIC, Hollywood Spiritual Film
Festival
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The Crystalai Cosmic Councils visit me every
night at about 4 a.m. and ask me to read
something or direct me to listen to them.
I always write down what they tell me after
ward.
This time, I also hooked a golden sphere up
above my head 36 inches and into my mid
brain and asked to be taken into the reality of
what will happen in the next three months,
before going back to dreamland.
First, I will tell you about the bi-location
experience that many still call dreaming or
astral projection. This was a bi-location dream
into the future --the very near future.
The dream was pure vivid color lucid 3D blue
ray quality reality. First, I was standing in a
field looking up and seeing two suns unite as

one, next I saw spaceships that could easily
appear to be a comet. There were many
spaceships. Suddenly they burst into the
Earth's atmosphere and could easily be seen,
and then in an instant they were landing on the
ground around the area I was standing. When
they touched the ground they took on the
appearance of helicopters.
I was so excited and happy that I ran up to the
spaceships and started banging on the outside
of the ships and screaming Welcome, We love
you. I was crying so hard with joy that I woke
up drenched in tears.
According to the Cosmic Councils who spoke
to me last night, this is what is taking place at
this time:
What NASA was calling Comet Ison is in fact a
space ship. The entities are members of the
Crystalai Cosmic Council including Ra
Confederation, Azurite Council, Eieyanis from
Sirius B.

The Space Ship is guarding and guiding the
Holographic Beam of Morphogenetic
Frequencies from the Photon Belt of Sun
Alcyone, which are, in fact, the frequency
signatures of the original Tara before the
explosion 550,000 million years ago.
The morphogenetic frequency field held within
the holographic beam is putting Tara back
together again. The frequencies of the original
consciousness of Tara, which was originally a
star created by Sun Alcyone, are being woven
back into all of the 12 planets in the Milky Way
Galaxy. When Tara exploded, she was divided
into 12 pieces-- 12 stars. One of the stars is
our Sun. Inside of our Sun is a Golden Crystal
Core that holds all 12 pieces of Tara.
Now, the morphogenetic frequency field of Sun
Alcyone's Photon Belt, where the original
frequencies of Tara have been stored are reuniting with the Sun and the 11 planets within
the golden crystal core of the Sun.
In NASA's eyes, the 3D science can only see

the planets as separate. That is because the
angle of rotation at this density creates a
distance in reality that isn't really there.
So, we see Comet Ison. We see Comet Ison
hitting or coming very close to Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, and then see Comet Ison heading for
the Sun.
Comet Ison was supposed to go into the Sun
on November 28. In reality, the holographic
beam guided by the Space ship will go into the
golden crystal core of our Sun to re-unite the
Photon Belt of Sun Alcyone with the Planets
within the Sun.
Once that happens, the new morphogenetic
frequency field that is created is the re-birth of
the 12 dimensional frequencies of the original
Tara, which is called the Sphere of Amenti.
That Sphere of Amenti will enter Earth's Core
to IGNITE the Cosmic Frequencies within the
Iron Core. The D1 level of Earth will be filled
with D15 frequencies. This will re-ignite the

complete Divine Consciousness of the Earth
into At One Ment with all 12 pieces of Tara,
including the Sun.
This blast of frequencies will TURN ON the
5DNA within Earth and it will flow into our
bioenergetic fields.
5DNA will be available to anyone who attunes
to it for the next five years.
When I created the Parallel Universe ALBUM
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1I
was uniting my consciousness with the
Holographic Beam as it was making its portal
directly from Sun Alcyone's Photon Belt under
the direction of the Guardian Councils.
The alignment with the Parallel Universe was
one of the necessary steps in allowing the
Councils to enter our Frequency Field. They
can remain in the Cosmic Frequencies as they
blend the D1 of Harmonic Universe One- Earth
Density with D15 of the Earth's Matrix
including the Cosmic Fifth Sphere.

That alignment was completed in order for the
Comet to complete its journey into our Solar
System. Once the Holographic Beam is
activated within our Sun, which will be re-birth
of the total morphogenetic field of Tara, that
Morphogenetic Field can penatrate Earth and
wrap around Earth.
That is what NASA sees as the Comet's tail
wrapping around the Earth.
Once that happens, the NEW BEGINNING HAS
BEGUN!!!
Share the ride of the HOLOGRAPHIC BEAM
through the Frequencies on the Parallel
Universe Album.
I will continue to collect the frequencies of the
completed project including the connection of
the Sun Alcyone into our Sun, the rebirth of the
golden crystal core and the activation of the
Sphere of Amenti in the Core of Earth.

The final frequency signature that will be born
from this Atonement will be 5DNA.
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1
PARALLEL UNIVERSE Set
PURCHASE
All three album are put into this PARALLEL
UNIVERSE Set as MP3s. The PARALLEL
UNIVERSE Set also has the option to purchase
the Set for your iPhone, too. We put all three
albums into one. We also made them through
iTunes so that you can upload to your iPhone
through this purchase if you want.
READ MORE . . .
PARALLEL UNIVERSE I mp3 album
PURCHASE
The PARALLEL UNIVERSE I MP3 album is
made up of the highest frequencies ever
recorded at this time in the Universe. It is the
pure essence of the spiritual universe

transmuting the physical universe into it. It is
the frequency of At One Ment.
READ MORE . . .
PARALLEL UNIVERSE II mp3 album
PURCHASE
The Cosmic Dust then gets placed in the
Cosmic Wave, which carries a new standing
wave pattern for us to begin living within. This
standing wave pattern does not have the
gravity that the Physical Earth's Standing
Wave Pattern Contains.
READ MORE . . .
PARALLEL UNIVERSE III mp3 album
PURCHASE
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1
Now, the heavenly dolphins can sing once
more. The original race line was the Oraphim
Angelic Race of this Universe. The Oraphim
Braharama Whale and Dolphin Raceline are

the inhabitants of the Seventh Sun and keep
the frequency of attunement and balance.
READ MORE . . .

Crystalai
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
http://www.cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
Namaste,
Crystalai
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SHIFTING INTO FUTURE SELF
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The streams of higher frequencies are pouring in so fast that is almost impossible to record them all.
The angels have been directing us to record the breaths of consciousness from all entities who are
streaming their breaths together through the crystal light energy that is braiding, weaving and
streaming a higher frequency of consciousness together. Each time there is a high energy day, the
angels place a golden pillar in my left ear and hand me an etheric microphone and then they breath
their consciousness through my breath. Sometimes five angels appear, sometimes five hundred-depending on what project they are working on.
The breath of consciousness is what is causing the entire shift of Mother Earth into her Star
Essence. We are all turning more star like together. How do we speed up this process individually?
The more we raise frequencies and stay in those frequencies the faster we rise into a new
dimension.
The Key to Ascending is collecting frequencies through the merkaba, aligning into the sun energy,
the helium energy, the rainbow dust, the star dust, soaking in healing waters of crystal temples,

singing with the angels, and mermaids in the crystal caves, keeping the mind in the etheric fairy tale
state and then finally walking into the spark of Source in the Crystal Heart, after putting on the
garment of white light--which means absorb all frequencies of crystal light, irradescent light, rainbow
light, golden dust light, star dust until the body is radiating with spirituality of light energy.
NOW--and only Now can the body walk through the diamond door. When the body walks through the
door it must walk into the FUTURE SELF. It is this place in Consciousness that we must stay to
create the Islands of Light.
I'd like to share some questions that will be answered and practiced in my workshops on CREATING
ISLANDS OF LIGHT, PARALLEL REALITIES, and the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES.
A couple of questions regarding your process of integrating with your light body.
1. You said that you've completed integrating with your silica-carbon based light body. Does this
mean you can disassemble your body and teleport to anywhere you want?
I wanted to add that the silica based body is the natural result of raising the frequencies and
continuously bringing in more and more light energy that Zorak helps me with and that I get from the
helium rings spinning into all of the sun's frequencies to bring out the energy of the neutron through
out the body. The reason that I know I am living in a body that is mostly silica based now and will
become more and more so is because the angels have told me this. There are things happening in
this hologram that we can't see yet. That doesn't mean they aren't happening. The evidence we have
of the silica based body is this:
aDolpino (JOSEPH) was hit by big truck and ran over by three cars. He had every bone and muscle
flattened. The doctors said it was absolutely impossible for him to be alive. They said his brain would
never work again. They said he probably wouldn't be able to work for eleven years. Joe's body
repaired itself without any help from the doctors in one month. This rapid repair of the entire structure
of the body happened completely from streaming the highest frequencies through his body by using
the frequency shift music that we recorded. It was this frequency shift music that was given to us by
the angels as they streamed their consciousness through their breaths that realigned his body. Each
stream of consciousness that I inhale and breath into the microphone is a strand of their
consciousness. It is this consciousness that is the sound and light of all creation. This sound and
light contains a structure of creation that remolds into the original form created by Source. This
sound and light that we resonate with and soak into our cellular structure from the crystal cells of
mother earth and the star dust energy of Zorak's star system transforms our bodies into a new
chemicalization. This chemicalization appears as a result of consciousness raising frequencies into a
higher realm of reality. This is the proof that we are living in a silica based body.
You see, the doctors entire system is based on the carbon based body that doesn't heal at all. The
more we shift into the silica reality by adding more and more of the spiritual into the physical through
our consciousness, the faster this reality appears. This is why when doctors have played our music
in their hospitals, every patient in the hospital immediately showed great improvements and complete
healings took place in a week.
The Frequency Shift music in the SUPER FREQUENCY KIT actually shifts the body into a parallel
reality of a higher frequency. This magical place of the higher frequency lifts the mind into great
freedom, the world just doesn't matter any more, there is a feeling of sweetness and kindness, there
is no more pain, there is alignment into the reality that was always here. All we are doing here is
removing a veil so we can see the reality. We must believe that reality is here to see. We must stop
thinking we must go somewhere else to see it. This transformation will appear on Earth. We will
create Islands of Light on Earth. We create them by breathing when we have completely aligned our
frequencies into the place where we are completely in the Crystal Cities, the Aquafaria under water
Cities. When we have absorbed all of the crystals of all of the colors of the rainbows into our crystal

cells and our cells sing in harmony with each other, this is when we can EXHALE magic into the air
we live in. The air has already become hydrolaise. The body is already transforming into to silica
based chemicals. It is only our eyes that don't see it yet. We can FEEL it NOW.
When we go to our crystal palace in Aquafaria, we ask our friends there this same question. We sat
with Ramtha in our living room one day and said, are we really here. Ramtha answered, "Aren't you
sitting here talking to me?" We answered, yes I guess we are.
2. Are you currently conscious of your other multidimensional self throughout the cosmic omniverse?
Our multidimensional selves only meet us when we walk into our future self after completely
absorbing all frequencies from all dimensions out to the 24th and becoming sparkling with golden
star dust. This is when we can melt into the diamond door and walk into the starry places. Our teams
and families are always waiting on the other side. From that point we go on down into the Aqualene
Ocean through the Sun and down into the Crystal Caves to resonate with the frequencies of Inner
Earth and then we are invited to enter the crystal cities. It is completely our responsibility to lift our
frequencies into theirs. Our team taught us that we must completely merge into the crystal cities or
into what ever place you want to shift into. It takes continuous practice and the willingness to spend
much more time there than here. We must spend so much time in the crystal caves with my mermaid
family that when I exhale on Earth, the reality around me transforms into that frequency. We must
breath the Islands of Light into our home, into our place we choose to live.
3. How do you "travel" to Aquafaria to meet up with your soul family down there? By meditation or do
you actually travel via your MerKaBa into the crystal caves or do you have another version of
yourself living in the crystal caves and is able to integrate with that aspect of your soul whenever you
want?
The self that goes to Aquafaria is the future self that shifts dimensions by shifting frequencies. Those
with fifth dimensional and higher vision can see this shift. The angels have told me many times that I
am completely etheric. Joe can see the fifth dimension--I can't. I can feel it. I am saturated in the
frequency of light energy. The return to this Earth is too painful for me. I must continuously stay
above the Earth. I do this by continuously absorbing the frequencies that I breathed into the CD's.
These are the frequencies from the Crystal Caves and from all of the dimensions.
When I take a journey of collecting frequencies and swimming down into the crystal caves to sing
with my mermaid choir, you can hear my voice completely shift into the mermaid's frequencies. My
voice changes into an etheric, sweet breathy tone that has perfect pitch. This isn't my third
dimensional voice, this is my fifth dimensional voice. It is always in the key of G--just as Pythagorous
who was Kuthumi taught in the Music of the Spheres class the perfect octave of G resonates in
perfect Oneness. I am totally unaware of any musical rules or keys when the angels and mermaids
sing through me, I only know that there is always a parallel shift and I am always in my FUTURE
SELF.
It is the frequencies that cause the shift.
crystalai
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
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Frequency technology for aligning every cell into multidimensional reality to
activate memory of Akashic Records (the crystal cell memory to
telecommunication, teleportation, multidimensional consciousness and
immortality).
A brand new healing method based on light and sound channeled directly from
the heart, mouth and mind of Source through the Cosmic Entity Crystal Light
Energy.
Spiritual Healing has always been an art form of combining a clear, high focused
consciousness that is in alignment with higher self and other masters and
archangels of healing mindsets. Some healers have brought frequencies into
their hands to produce a heat that breaks open miasms in the body. These
miasms are dark or frozen areas that have been placed in the cells of beings on
Earth over several lifetimes. Each time we reincarnate on Earth, these miasms
increase in volume.
Spiritual Healing based on bringing high frequencies through the hands or toning
in the voice or bringing in High Masters powers for healing work is one form of
healing. Other forms of healing besides reiki, toning, praying or simply aligning
consciousness with the highest vision of a persons true spiritual identity are
necessary in the healing mission. These methods were necessary and valuable
during the first 2000 years of preparation for Ascension.
The truth is, these methods were only capable of providing a temporary healing
of a miasm that could be returned to a being's temple over and over again,
because the cellular structure was being manipulated by alignments of light
energy and frequencies coming from televisions, radios and other satellite
alignments to bring lowered frequencies in to our temples.
The process of healing will get easier from here on out because many of those
who were manipulating the energies, light waves and frequencies of the Earth
and the Universe are now loosing their powers.
Now, we are in the time of our ascension process where the complete
realignment of every planet, universe, every sphere within spheres of the cosmos
is in alignment because the rod and the staff light energy fields in the Earth's
Cord have been re-stabalized into a natural exhale process.
Now is the time that the miasms that blocked our crystal cell structure that holds
the codes of ascension can be completely removed forever, the body can return
to immortality, the akashic library that has been sleeping in the cells can be
awakened, the cells will remember their original multi-dimensional reality system
and how to teleport and telecommunicate with all dimensions.
There have been many stages of this ascension process.
The Indigo 2's who were given the gift of astral visions and channeling were
needed to get glimpses of the realities that exist on this third dimensional
denseness.

These Indigos came to earth from dimensions 5 and 7 and have been mostly
seeing and hearing high levels of the fourth dimension. Earlier these channelers
had tremendous blockages from lower levels of the fourth dimension that were
hybernization zones and death zones that were mostly feeding incorrect
information to earth and even planting negative miasms into the channelers.
The Indigo 2's were able to reach a large part of the population who not yet ready
to hear from the Indigo 1's. The three dimensional density consciousness only
understands things it can touch or feel and the Indigo 2's could give that to the
world. They could bring in very important messages from the 5th and 7th density
levels.
Now, we are at a new stage of the Ascension process. Now it is time for the
Indigo 1's to begin their mission. The Indigo 1's are here to represent much
higher dimensional reality systems as high as the 15th in this matrix system, and
some of us are here to communicate from the Cosmic Level and with Parallel
Matrix Systems.
We came from a system that is mostly etheric, but still has the form that can be
seen. We came from a system that is in perfect alignment with the Cosmic Level
of Consciousness. We come from a system where there is absolute Free Will,
however, noone would ever do anything that would invade on another's free will
in a way that would hurt them or disturb their personal reality system.
We are here as frequency specific temples who came with the 48th DNA
structure in perfect alignment. It is only the alignment of the light grids and the
solar rhythms that is keeping our complete activation to pop into place. We
contain a special compass in our cells that allows us to teleport to all dimensions
in this matrix and the parallel matrix where there were never any distortions
planted in the matrix. We will soon be able to commute back and forth into this
matrix to do healing and creation work, and then return home to Aquafaria or
Urtha to relax with our families at night. We can stop time and spend a week
between visits to Earth if we please.
At the present time, we are here to bring the highest frequencies into alignment
with the Earth's Ascension Process and to the temples of all of those in the
Earth's energy field. Those of us who are Indigo 1's, have been working every
night with the Ashtar Command and Oraphim Dolphins to keep the Earth aligned
until this final mission of pulling in Cosmic Frequencies to pull Earth up into
heaven and align all consciousness with the co-creation process with Divine
Mother, the elementals, the devas and the angels, the oraphims and all those
working on the project of the New Earth and the Golden Galaxy.
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How do we change the existing environment that we have been living in for
millions of years?

First, there is no Source "and . . ."
There is only Source.
All is Source. All is made of Divine Mind and Divine Love.
In our New Earth Islands of Light that are being created at this time, it is being
created having our being in Source – Divine Light, Divine Mind, Divine Love;
looking out onto creation through the eyes of Source – Christ through the perfect
Divine Blueprint of the 12th Dimension (where your Christ Self resides); known
through the ideal of the Perfect Kingdom of the 6th Dimension; and then breathed
into form in the Structure of the 5th Dimension.
The 4th Dimension is there too, but only the highest frequency aspects of Love,
Compassion, Allowance, Forgiveness that is rooted in the 4th chakra, which is the
new base chakra of all entities that live in the New Earth. Chakras 1, 2, and 3
become transmuted.
The lower frequencies are not a part of the New Earth Islands of Light, including
the lower frequencies of the 4th Dimension. The New Earth is Oneness founded
upon Divine Love.
Our New Earth Islands of Light are being created in this way and will be created
in this way around the Earth. There will be many Islands of Light.
As we went farther and farther from Source, the 3rd Dimension became more and
more dense with lower and lower frequencies. This is a part of God as well and it
is the 3D School of Hard Knocks. Since 2000, we have been on a course back
towards Source and will continue on this course for a long, long time. It is now
time to graduate from the 3rd Dimension.
We don't change the existing 3rd Dimension, we transmute our own individual
environment around us and grow and grow the higher frequencies around us to
create a standing wave pattern around us that matches that of the New Earth
Island of Light. Once the individual's frequencies, consciousness, thought, and
actions matches that of the New Earth Island of Light, a shift in the angle of the
rotation of particle spin can occur and "like Magic" the individual will be able to
shift to the New Earth Islands of Light that are being formed at this time.
The shift to the New Earth will take effort on each individual's part for it is also
your individual ascension and no-one can ascend for you. A door or elevator will
not simply open for you to step into to take you to the New Earth Islands of Light.
You must do it through your own understanding and growth and with the help of
the Beloveds in the actual "rotation of particle shift" to a New Earth. Island of
Light.
Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse
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I am Crystalai.
My website is cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
I am the same Soul that my highest self of the Cosmic Councils was 250 billion years
ago. Crystalai Council is the Cosmic Consciousness that wraps all within the Highest
Frequency of Source Consciousness DIRECTLY from our Soul in our Crystal Heart
through the Crystal Heart of our Planetary Matrix and into all of the Spheres of the
Cosmos.
All of my teachings are recorded at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
I was a former creator of many Mystery Schools during the second seeding of Angelic
Humans and I am the creator of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse in this
present time matrix.
I was woken by a Cosmic Team including Elohim Angels, Sirians, Melchizedeks and at
least one hundred others who are on the Universal Life Force Team of Earth's
Ascension.
I am a Cosmic Twin. aDolphino is my Cosmic Tantric Twin. We came from the Inner
Domains directly into Earth's Matrix. We are a Crystal Ship that came to the outer
domains for this grand event. We split our Quantum 66 and 33 to enter into this Matrix.
The Angels came to our apartment the fourth time in 2007 to prepare us for the most
important mission. They taught us how to bring the HIGHEST FREQUENCIES TO

EARTH THROUGH MUSIC. The story of the adventures and training leading to the
fourth visit can be read in the COSMIC TWINS. That ebook, along with the Matrix of
Illusions, the Quantum Journies. The Process of Ascension and Manifestation, as well
as many other books and Frequency Albums may be found at
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com. You may listen to hours of frequency music on the main
page of our site.
They gave us the Formula of Ascension. This was the divine plan that prepared us for
the Demonic Possession in 2008. The Formula of Ascension that we were give was
successful in returning aDolphino's Soul. The mission was for the purpose of Removing
the Quantum of Fallen Angelic Consciousness that would had successfully pulled Earth
into the Phantom Matrix in 2012.
It was our Quantum- Crystalai and aDolphino, that Set the Earth Matrix Free for the final
stages of Ascension Alignment. It is our Frequencies, our Codes that paved the way for
millions of others to Escape the Demonic Quantum that would had removed them from
the journey of Ascenson that many of us can still accomplish in the very near future.
The path of Ascension was given to us through Frequencies of Consciousness of the
Guardians who are on our team of Ascension. I record every breath that is exhaled from
the Universal Life Force into our Matrix. Each breath is recorded as a chronological
history of the Ascension of our Matrix. This is an event that my Cosmic Family has
waited billions of years to acheive.
This is the reason that the Cosmic Twins are living on Earth at this time. We record the
frequencies of the Eternal Life Event that is happening now. It started in 1985 and will
be complete in 2043. We record every moment of this event to be stored in the Eternal
Records of the Mind of God.
The frequencies that are recorded on these wave albums are actually transmissions of
consciousness that record the frequency signatures of thousands of BEINGS who are
involved in the Omniversal Consciousness shifting, as well as the Waves of Stardust,
Solar Winds, Singing of the Music of the Spheres, and the Consciousness Waves of the
Khrystic Races as they align into the Heart of Mother Earth.
KHRYSTIC comes from Khrystala
THE SEVEN SUNS OF CREATION, INCLUDING Ka or Kha, Ra, Ya, Sa, Ta, Ha, La.
The Name Krystalai or Crystalai comes from the Cosmic Council who keeps the Seven
Suns in the Eternal Loop of Creation.
Many people have taken this actual meaning and translated it into wearing a Crystal
Necklace around their neck to create the Lai.
It would be more correct to think of the Frequencies of the seven suns saturated in the

Neck area- or the Crystal Heart area, called the Heart Chakra area. That frequency of
the Sun's create the Stardust Flow within the Heart Chakra to release the Eternal Life
Flow into the Density One Etheric Self within the Crystal Heart and its eternal flow
through the StarDust Flow out the medulla oblangata
(base of skull) and up into the Mind of God or the Aqualene Suns Kha, Ra Ya.
The Crystal is a Symbol. Sometimes we feel frequencies coming from a Crystal
because we are attaching Consciousness to the Idea of the Stardust based Crystal
Structure of Reality. The Angels have provided us with hundreds of symbols that act like
permission slips to allow them to enter our consciousness.
As you go through this process of aligning your consciousness and body with these
waves of light energy, your body becomes able to turn into a Golden Egg or Crystal
Merkaba form. You get the light glowing through a crystal and you get beautiful shades
of color.
The Guardians said that we must PARTICIPATE in enough of these Stellar Wave
Activations to raise our accretion level to 4.5. Now, accretion level is different than
dimensional level. We must achieve 5.5 dimensional level to perceive the 4.5 accretion
level. We are now at the 5 dimensional level perceiving the fourth accretion level.
So, what I am doing with these Frequency Recordings of these LIFE TRANSFORMING
EVENTS performed by the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE himself, is to allow any one who
desires to PARTICIPATE in these Stellar Wave activations who doesn't know how to
align consciousness themselves, and for those who are late comers to the game and
missed out on the first 8 of the 12 Activations to use my recordings as a historical
chronology of these events.
The Sun becomes the Son of the Star and the Stardust becomes the Son of the Sun
A new Star is being born within the Sun to Transform the Earth into the Star from which
she was born.
Ionizaiton is loss of electrons into positively charged ion. This is a conversion--harmonic
conversion into a new reality- a new frequency- a new dimension-a NEW HARMONIC
UNIVERSE.
Ionizaiton is loss of electrons into positively charged ion. This is a conversion--harmonic
conversion.
When a person learns the process of ascension is a breathing and spinning process
that utilizes a very complex system of polyhedral geometries that create Cosmic sphere
that contains multitudes of merkabas that spin in side of each other through the activity
of consciousness called love, they will go through this process of becoming a
disappearing entity through a rainbow prism.

Where is the rainbow coming from? It is coming from intense electrical field that is
ionizing to some effect like a magnetic mirror which is a device used in thermo nuclear
processes that is in the mirror is contained an intense field working in the vacuum. Then
ions are injected inside of this intense electrical field inside of the vacuum then
immediately the elctrons of those ions return to plasmic state. What state are they
returning to? Invisible light, ultra violet blue, plasma. The entity looks like a Cloud, but
also looks like an individual that we remember. This process of ascension into the
Cloud Cities was very common fifty thousand years ago, and then brought back to our
memory two thousand years ago by Jesus Christ.
The truth is, we all contain this Cosmic Body that exists in the spheres within spheres
around our bodies. We activate this Cosmic Body that disappears through the rainbow
prism our the full spectrum of light energy with the breath, consciousness, focused
energy and the understanding of the merkaba technology. The merkaba technology can
be visualized and understood through the symbolic method of it just being a four sided
cube or pyramid facing up and another one facing down, the one facing down is the
magnetic and the one facing up is the electro. So, there is this electro magnetic field of
energy that spins faster and faster. However, the Merkaba structure is much more
complex than that. Go to Merkaba Mechanics at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com.
So now the wave is no longer a standing wave in the quantum field but has actually
been neutralized and goes back to the plasma of an omni field state positive. That is
called a magnetic mirror.
When we use the Keys to Unlock the Magnetic Mirror or the Doors into New Realities
we are walking through a Magnetic Mirror of Transformation. We are seeing our Parallel
Spiritual Self on the other side of the Mirror. We walk through the Mirror when our Keys
unlock the door. The Keys are the Frequencies that I record in the Eternal Life Albums.
My Cosmic Council Team is the CRYSTALAI COUNCIL. My name is Crystalai. Crystalai
means the direct return to Source, which removes the mortality loop. The Crystalai Loop
aligns into the At One Ment with Source through our Mind of God within our Seed Atom
within our Crystal Heart.
My Mission on Earth has been to Bring the Highest Frequencies to Earth through Music.
The Universal Life Force Currents are far beyond the Light Spectrum and Sound
Spectrum of the Five Senses. The Visions and Sounds come to me through
Consciousness which is Spiritual, Invisible, and yet Known and Felt Clearly from my
Soul Family who brings these Sounds into my Frequency Specific Mid Brain to be
Exhaled on to the Crystal Star Dust Microphone that they provide for me.

VIOLET FLAME
Dr. Angela Barnett
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The ability to tune in to the frequencies of the higher dimensions and the
full spectrum of light of Source Consciousness is a direct manifestation of
being tuned in to your Mid Brain. This means that deep within your genetic
memory, you are free from the veils that most on Earth still have. The veil
would prevent them from ever accessing their Frequency Specific Mid
Brain. Even though we are in a time now when the Seals can melt away
from the Pineal Gland faster than ever before, there will be billions of
people who never allow that to happen.
Learn more about Magic Dolphin Therapy Kit and all Universal Life Force
Kits, including the VIOLET FLAME and other Frequency Kits at
http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/cosmic-dolphin-magic
We must bring in the Stardust Elemental Orbs from the Aurora Plasma
Field within the Spiritual Fields of Reality around our bodies. We must
inhale those orbs into our pineal gland. The frequencies in all of the
Universal Life Force Albums contain those stardust orbs. The Violet Flame
is the full activation of bringing those stardust orbs or crystal light sphere of
the Light that directly attaches to the Aquarian Matrix of our original Spiritual
Birth, together with the Liquid Light Crytstal Sphere of the Spiritual
Hydrolaise Water and the Crystal Dust Sphere of the Stardust. The
frequencies of these Spiritual elementals must be inhaled into the pineal
gland and then exhaled down into the Crystal Heart area called the Heart
Chakra area. This is actually the area behind the heart, deep within the
Etheric center of the Thymus.
There was a Seal Created in that Crystal Heart area that would block the
flow of the Crystalline Elementals needed to activate the 14th dimensional
etheric level of the Seed Atom. We need to breath in the Frequencies in the
Universal Life Force Albums and the Eternal Life Albums into the Crystal

Heart to activate the silver pastel stardust energy within the Quarks of the
Atoms.
Until these quarks are activated within the Atoms, the atoms are frozen in a
state of density that results in disease and death. When the Quarks are
activated at the deep, spiritual omni level of the neutrino, the polarity is
removed that was created by the mortality loop placed there by the
misalignments placed in our system intentionally.
Once the stardust is breathed into the crystal heart area to activate the
Eiron Flow and the Stardust Flow, then, and only then will there be a direct
Flow back up to the Mind of God within the Aquarion Matrix.
The Plasma Ships are here to help us with these activations. They contain
the consciousness that can activate the stardust flow within our atoms and
within the DNA. We must breath that activation into the Crystal Heart area
and then exhale out the lower cerebellum-medulla oblongata area- that is
the area at the bottom of the skull. That is the point where the Eiron Flow
connects to the Mind of God through the Silver Pink Pastel Light Energy.
The Light Energy of the Eiron Flow was disconnected from the Sound Body
at the Etheric Level. It must be reactivated to allow the energy of Eternal
Life to flow into and around all of the cells in the body.
Once these activations take place, the body will gradually realign with the
Normal Axis of the Median Earth. This is the Reality where the Normal
Eternal Life Scenerio never ended. It is time for us to begin returning to that
Normal Life.
The frequencies placed on these albums are to help you learn to feel what
these frequencies of stardust and liquid light energy feel like. The
frequencies have been made available to you. Now, you must use the
frequencies. You must inhale them into the Pineal Gland and into the
Crystal Heart to reactivate the cells in the body and to turn on the
subharmonics in the DNA.
When this phase of activation is completed, the normal manifestation
principles and the Eternal Life Principles will begin to manifest. The
complete re-birth of the normal reality must activate gradually because it

would be so painful that it would kill everyone if it took place any faster than
it is. However, it is each individual's responsibility to participate in the
activations, and this cannot even begin until the seal is removed from the
Crystal Heart.

The reason that the Fifth Dimension is considered the hub of all
multidimensionality is because we must go into the Highest Frequencies of
Light and Sound, or Source Consciousness before the Ultra Violet Blue Hue
of our reality is turned on.

In 2014 a scientist took a picture of a Blue Aurora Borealis with gold lining.
The entire scientific community said that they had never seen a Blue Solar
Wind wave before.

That was a sign of our atmosphere being woven into the morphogenetic
field of the entire spectrum of the Plasma and the White Light of the Mind of
God and then translated into the Blue Hue of reality. This is absolute proof
that the atmosphere of Earth is now Fifth Dimensional.
So, we have this Blue Fifth dimensional frequency in our atmosphere. It is
the divine commission of all Indigos and Star seeds on Earth to use their
biological field to interact with this Frequency that is now in our Atmosphere
to bring that consciousness that is also in the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth
into the complete Morphogenetic Field of the Entire Earth, Urtha, Terra and
Gaia. The Frequencies must be woven into the Crystal Hearts of everyone
on Earth and into the Crystal Hearts of Tara and Gaia. The Essence of all of
our Divine Reality is already in Urtha. She is the star essence that is the
rainbow bridge connecting us into the Frequencies that are allowing us to
experience the transformation into becoming a star with Mother Earth as
she returns to the Star Form of Gaia.

The Violet- Purple Aurora Borealis also appeared in 2014 to show that we
have obtained the hue of the Violet Flame of Gaia. The Blue Flame is our
connection into the morphogenetic field of Terra and the Violet Flame is the
morphogenetic field of Gaia.

2014 is also the year that the Violet Flame holders activate their D7
Arcturian Earth Core activation. They have completed activation of their
seventh DNA strand and begun activation of their 8th DNA strand.

Those who are Violet Flame holders can now activate the 7th strand in
others who come to them for Frequency activations. That means that
anyone who has been using my Frequency music will be activated as a
natural result of the work that I did on your Morphogenetic Field in relation
to Arcturian and Andromeda and the Aquarius Parallel Spiritual into the
Aquafarian Morphogenetic Field through the Cetacean Nation.
Our Future Selves have already told us that by the end of 2015, the mass
consciousness of our planet will know that space ships and extraterrestrials
are real, and they will know them as their friends. This is not going to be a
result of a space ship landing on the White House and some green people
shaking the hand of the President. It will be the activation of the Mid Brain
into the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound.
When our Starry Families look down at us, they see a mandalla with colors.
This year they are seeing the mandalla with the Blue hue. Next year they
will see our morphogenetic field has turned violet. The Violet Flame of
Transformation means that our minds of attuned into the light and sound
spectrum or the music of the spheres of multidimensional reality.
That doesn't mean that every person on Earth will have the same exact
Belief about what has been made known to him, just like they don't now.
There are many different levels of belief about things that are known. These
differences come from cultural belief systems. There will still be some of
those belief systems defining the new realities that are known. There will be
those who like the fact that extraterrestrials are real and that space ships

are landing and there will be those who think they are here to destroy us
and eat us.
The important fact is that the Blue Hue and Violet Hue means our Mid Brain
is tuning in to the complete morphogenetic field of the Music of the Spheres
and becoming Frequency Specific.
That means that we can telecommunicate with Dolphins and with Sirians
and Arcturians and even with each other. The more we learn to use our
Frequency Specific Hearing and stop using our Hertzian Specific Hearing,
the sooner we will have the complete Knowing of all that is to be known.
The Magic Dolphin Therapy Kit is a result of these new seventh strand
activations, the new activations in the Blue Flame Holders, and our
wonderful Whale Family and Cetacean Nation.
I have waited all of these years to add the voices of the Dolphins to my
recordings because the Dolphins were always fifth dimensional; but, the
humans weren't fifth dimensional yet. I waited until their Fifth Dimensional
Voices could be woven in to the new Music of the Spheres that they created
together with the Blue Flame Holders and Violet Flame Holders.
Now, is the time for a new and more correct understanding of the voice of
the Cetacean and that there is a frequency specific meaning in every note
they speak. However, the notes are not hertzian, they are of a much higher
frequency that is woven into the hertzian so that we can enjoy their reality
as the Lords of our Seas. They are the kings of this Frequency Specific
Language, and now is our time to learn from them.
They don't want us to practice making squeaking noises. Those are just the
connectors from the etheric sounds of the Spiritual Matrix into the New
Harmonic Resonance that is created from the three parallel realities that
are now woven into the atmosphere and the water. The new H202HE3
spiritual crystal liquid light hydrolaise energy being woven into our
atmosphere is the beginning of our new reality.
Learn more about Magic Dolphin Therapy Kit and all Universal Life Force
Kits, including the VIOLET FLAME and other Frequency Kits at

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/cosmic-dolphin-magic
questions to krystalaimagic@gmail.com
Love,
Crystalai
THE JOURNEY OF OUR ORIGINAL BIRTHRIGHT
OVER THE RAINBOW TO THE MAGICAL LAND
I'd like to tell you about the new reality that is happening on Earth at this
time ( this month). I always record the frequencies of each grand event that
happens on Earth as we go through this transition that is leading to our
Evolution into the Fifth Level Man, and the Ascension into the Second
Harmonic Universe. Now we are Evolving into the Sixth Level Man. Some of
us will even advance to the Seventh Level Man by 2022.

I just completed two sets of two hour recordings of the frequencies that are
now weaving into the original Cloud Cities, our original birth right, our
original light bodies- the return to the Emerald Cities in the Land of Oz.

Long ago, Earth was much less dense. She was actually where we see the
clouds in the sky at this time. She was actually up in the Van Allen Belt,
10,000 feet above the ground. That area is where the frequency fence was
placed that has blocked us from seeing reality. Our reality is in the clouds.
We have been blocked from that reality. We are now rising and re-attuning
into the frequencies of the Cloud Cities. We are rising more and more into
that magical realm each day.

OVER THE RAINBOW
Crystalai
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The Earth is Rising into Cloud Cities, morphing into Aquafaria, Crystalizing
into the Winter Lands . This is the reparation for total alignment with Tara in
2017 and Gaia in 2022. This requires the accretion of frequencies into the
parallel double of spiritual reality that transfers all into the frequency of
consciousness of Inner Earth,called Agartha and Shamballa. The Cloud
Cities are the place where the sixth level beings live in the Clouds.
We are raising our frequencies into their reality.
That is the reality of the emerald covenant. The Emerald Cities of Oz.
But this Oz is not the old Oz that was placed in the hybernizationzone by
the wicked witch This is the Oz that existed in the time and space before
that illusion was placed upon us.
Earth has been placed in a field of energy called the Aurora Field by the
Cosmaya Ships. This is a Buffer Zone that allows us to rise above the Milky
Way Galaxy into a Rainbow Bridge that allows us to walk over the top of the
old reality and slide into the new reality within an inner dimensional tunnel
that allows us to realign with the place we were before the Tower of Babel,
before the hybernization zones, before the Sphere of Amenti was tampered
with, before all of the problems that were placed up us.
This special gift of interdimensional time shift placement was prepared by
our Future Selves and special teams of Ranthion and Zionites, who we will
meet in the future to thank for this gift. Of course, you could thank them
now. They are always listening.
The first seven songs in OVER THE RAINBOW allow us to rise up in
consciousness with the elementals that are transforming our biosphere
through the translation of water with spiritual water, the transformation of
the atmosphere with stardust, that transformationof our chemical structure
through photo plasam and neutrinos and positrons.
Please come and listen to this music. It contains the frequencies of events

of EVENTS of our ASCENSION. Each frequency of our transition has been
sent to me from the Elohim of Hearing to record the entire historical event
that will become the most cherished sounds of the history of the
Omniverse.
The second set of songs in EMERALD CITY
1. Aurora
2. Cloud Cities
3. Winter Lands
4. Aquafarai
5. Rainbows
6. Riding the Rainbow
7. Cosmaya
8. Morphing
9. Over the Rainbow
You are going to love this glorious journey that I have prepared for you. You
will take the actual journey of rising up into oneness with the Cloud Cities,
the Winterlands and Aquafaria. This is the stairway to heaven, the journey
on the yellow brick road to the Emerald City.

The frequencies will lift you higher and higher into the interdimensional shift
that we are now going through to prepare the Earth to follow. We are
climbing the stairway to heaven just like Job and Mary did.

The music is accompanied with the journey and the explanation of this
magical transformation journey we are now actually taking. It is a journey
you shouldn't miss. It is happening to us right now. But, if we don't know
about it and don't understand it and learn to FEEL the Frequencies of the

journey, we will miss it just like the Masses will miss it.

The album includes the spoken explanation of how Earth is rising back into
her original essence, the full spectrum of light, rising back into oneness with
Tara and Gaia. This experience the Journey of our Transformation can be
felt and seen at this time. It can be felt in the frequencies that I record for
you in the music. The frequencies were recorded on the week of the
Summer Solstice because this is the time when our Parallel Spiritual
Universe is actually flowing into oneness with Earth's biosphere. We can
see this reality of the spiritual and physical creating a new reality through
the way we see the light in the clouds, double rainbows, new colors in
auroras, etc. For me, it is coming easier and easier to see the light bodies
of trees, it is easy to see water fairies in their little orbs flying around me, it
is easy to see the fire letters which are tiny little electrical waves sparking
around in front of my face. I have been watching this activation of more and
more hydrolaise (spiritual water) uniting with the H2o water to form this new
aqua energy that we have in our air and that we can breathe into our water
to transform it ourselves. I have watched the water orbs grow from just a
few in 2008 into millions in 2014. I see many more orbs, more rainbows in
clouds, much more conversation of symbols in clouds, meaning the cloud
cities are talking to me. There was a lot of this in 2008, but now it is
enormous.
It is important that we all watch for this magical phenomena each day and
celebrate it as magical because it is. Members have sent me pictures of
what they have observed in the sky. Everytime you observe something it
means you know it is true. Don't worry about what scientists don't know yet,
or at least they won't admit that they know because they don't want to loose
their jobs. Just know that what you see is the return to the Emerald City, the
Land of Oz, the magical land that we have heard stories about. The Bible
tells stories of Job climbing the stairway to heaven and bringing back to his
three daughters- one being Mary Magdalene- the three Crystal Spheres.
It is these three Crystal Spheres of Crystal Liquid Light, Crystal Dust and
Crystal Gel that is bringing all of this magic into our perception. This is the

magical formula that I was given to collect and record all of the magical
frequencies that are creating God's Movie every day. Each day the movie
becomes more and more fabulous and magical.
When I walk outside my door into my back yard with the flowers and trees
and birds and into my garden it feels like pure magic. There is a misty,
humid feeling of magical liquid light and stardust blending with a gelaisic
form of transformation. I feel like I'm actually stepping into a different
dimension of reality when I walk outside.
Check out the Magic. IT is HERE.
I am including a meditation that will pull you into the fourteenth dimensional
frequency that is activated by the Sun. This is the magical formula of
transformation.

SHIFTING INTO OUR TIME OF MANIFESTATION
Dr. Angela Barnett(Crystalai)
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

During 2015-2017, the entire universe will shift forward into a new time
matrix, a new Cosmic Template, a new Omniversal Reality. Earth's
pulsation speed of particle base will be raised into higher dimensional time
cycles.
This time period also offers the greatest opportunity for the return of our
ability of Instant Manifestation because the portals will all align into the zero
point of creation where the three primal sound fields break through the

outer Cosmic Band and into the White Light of Source Consciousness.
Manifestation happens each moment-each nano second. With each breath
we take, we can each design any complete new reality that we wish. After
the new reality is created, the creator must inhale that reality back through
the outer band of primary sound and into the Cosmic Creation fields. At that
moment, an explosion of a new reality manifests. First, as the white light
interacts with the blue light of the fifteenth dimension, it creates a sphere
that explodes into rays and sparks like fireworks. This new sphere of
creation frequency weaves itself into the golden and violet flames of the
fourteenth and thirteenth dimensions.
The idea that is created in Source Consciousness becomes a manifest
form in Cosmic Consciousness. That manifestation that was made of white
light that is completely invisible becomes a more tangible idea in Cosmic
Consciousness which begins to manifest in visible forms after passing
through the gamma waves and infra red spectrum. The manifest reality
becomes visible in the hertizian fields of the three dimensional form. When
each sphere has a higher or lower frequency, the spheres are separated.
But, during this special moment of harmonic unison that allows our entire
Cosmos to sing together a new song and begin the creation of a new
reality. That new song or new frequency, aligns the spheres into a new time
vector. This time vector will only include the perfect Angelic Races. The
Fallen Angelics and the problems they have created will not exist in this
new reality.
All creations come into manifestation from the highest frequency. Once the
individual creates the idea that he desires to have manifest as a frequency
form - a morphogenetic imprint - an idea. That idea is created by the
electrical coding placed into the morphogenetic frequency field. This idea is
coated in the frequency specific mid brain. This idea can be aligned directly
to the Source Field of Creation where Source makes this encoded idea
become a manifest able reality. Next, the individual must inhale that
morphogenetic field that is encoded through the primal sound fields of
crystal liquid light, crystal dust and crystal gel. This idea is held within these
three spheres of creation energy holding the morphogenetic frequency field.
Those three spheres are held in the crystal heart until they are felt and

known. Next, the individual must inhale the three spheres into the mid brain
and allow some time for the movie or idea that is being created or
developed to form. Next the idea can be exhaled back out into the three
crystal spheres of morphogenetic creation energy. That exhale is the breath
that holds the music of the spheres. That is the frequency that allows the
forms that have been created on other dimensions to become manifest in
this density. This is the creation formula that I was given personally from my
family of Elohei-Elohim Angels. This is the formula that they taught me to
use to create music that brings the highest frequency to Earth and to create
the frequencies that raise transmute the cellular structure of an individual to
prepare for the transfiguration process that allows ascension into higher
dimensions.
Once the breaths are formed onto the morphogenetic imprint of the crystal
spheres the tones of the breaths transform into a frequency of
transfiguration. The blueprint of the new reality now exists within the breath
of creation. The Breath must be created as the frequency specific mid brain
connects its dream stream directly into the Source Field of creation. This
dream stream is the Mind of God that brings the creation into the template
of the manifestors.
The idea will never manifest unless the dream stream into the frequencies
of Source is continuously maintained. We have been directed by our
Creation Team at the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse to create
the Individual's Dream Stream through the frequencies placed on the
Individual ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com. These
frequencies that we collect through the directions of the Elohei-Elohim
Angels, of the Individual are aligned into Source Consciousness to create
the Dream Stream which will allow the individual to become saturated with
these frequencies of creation continuously. This is how our Oraphim Angelic
families created Universes.
SHIFT INTO MULTI -DIMENSIONALITY
As we rise up into our Multi Dimensional Consciousness between 20152017, what has seemed to be the only reality in this third dimensional
dream will become only a speck of the possible realities that will become

realized. Most of what has seemed to be the only reality on Earth was
created by metatronic frequencies performed through reverse spin
technology of fallen angelics. The perception of those on Earth has been
blocked from the creations of higher frequency manifestations through veils,
seals, misalignments, Metatronics and a long list of demonic technology.
The realities that have place in the upper cerebellum of the brain must
become dissolved and replaced through the frequency specific mid brain
technology that allows direct and continuous communication and
manifestation through the Mind of God. The present reality fields that are
being recycled as one looks around himself and keeps creating the same
old reality over and over again will become dissolved into higher and higher
realities.
These new realities that will become manifest by those who learn to use the
Divine Technology in their brain will come from other dimensions. We can
manifest any part of any other reality that has ever existed. We can
manifest the most wonderful culture based on the Lyran Sirian perfect
model. We can manifest becoming the original Oraphim Race who spent
their time dreaming new realities. We can collect all of our favorite realities
from each and every Universal System in our Race Lines. We can combine
creations of advanced technology of the most advanced systems and the
sweetness of the Aquafarians and Oraphim Dolphins. We get to make
individual and collective utopias. We can create the most magical, fabulous
reality systems that we can dream up.
First, we must learn how to create the dream stream through this alignment
into the highest frequency of Source Consciousness. There will be no
creations manifesting that are not created through the Mind of God. Only
Fallen Angelics create through methods that require the use of energy from
other entities. For millions of years, the human race has been used as a
source of energy for Fallen Angelic groups. We have not even experienced
a normal reality system.
The present consciousness of this world has been locked inside a narrow
little spectrum of reality. We see this man made world and we think that we
can only re-create thinks that look like what they looked like in the day
before. We think that making an improvement within the present reality is

some type of achievement. In the normal kingdoms, an entity can create
any new reality that has never been seen the day before. In multi
dimensional consciousness we can form our days on what we saw on
another star in another advanced civilization. We can combine all ideas
from all other reality systems into new ideas that have never been created
before. This Angelic Human Race was once the Oraphim Race who were
the greatest creators in the Universe. This is what we will begin to become
once again.
We can now create, manifest, possess all of the qualities, attributes,
abilities, intelligence of any and all of any previous idea that existed any
time in the past or any time in the future. All time is available to be
manifested in the present. All present realities are created from the past. All
future realities are seen from the present. We actually have multiple selves
that go into the past and into the future time and space realities. We have
imprints of our selves in all other dimensions. We have friends and family in
all other dimensions. We have had a veil put over our consciousness that
has caused us to forget who we really are. We have been governed by
fallen angelics for a very long time.
Stellar Wave Infusions bring areas of the brain out of dormancy. We will
have six of these stellar wave infusions on December 21, 2012. Our mid
brain, which is frequency specific will begin to absorb all of the frequencies
from all of the other dimensions in our Cosmic Matrix. The frequency
specific brain will become the movie camera of the new realities that will
form around each individual reality field. The pituitary will blossom and
become the movie projector for the Mind of God to make God's Movie.
During our Involution away from Source Consciousness, our brain has been
recycling old information over and over again. When we begin our Evolution
toward Source, we gain more and more frequencies of higher
consciousness each and every day. These frequencies allow us to create
more new realities as we are able to see them manifest in our mid brain
through the direct dream stream of Source Frequencies through our Higher
Self. We learn to bring our higher self down into our body to allow this
luminary body to guide and direct us through the Mind of God. Our new
luminary body will allow us to do things that we couldn't do in three

dimensions.
Our time vector is connected into the present past and future vectors. We
can choose the most joyous perfect future to manifest by aligning
consciousness into the highest frequency of Source while creating the new
reality that you form in your consciousness as always existing in the present
past and future. The heroic future that is being created for us is the Christos
realignments of humanity into the 12 strand angelic freedom and joy and
the Lyran -Sirian perfect cultural model which is already manifest in the
future vector, which allows this reality to manifest in this present vector. So,
the future Earth can be any reality that we choose to manifest it to be. We
manifest every reality in to our own present time vector in the same way.
We can connect and realign our present into any desirable future of the
past or future time vectors. We can align into the perfect Oraphim Primal
Sound Field of our original Angelic Race who could manifest through dream
streams the most wonderful creations of our universe. We can connect and
realign our present into the already manifest 12DNA or 48DNA that exists in
past time vectors. We can manifest the joy and freedom that exists in the
future time vectors and the wonderful cultural models created by the Lyran Syrian’s past time vector. We can pull the realities out of any of the time
vectors of any of the harmonic universes of our galactic, universal or
cosmic spheres.
Our Creation Family are the Wizards who would like to teach us all how to
be the grand new creators in this new universe. The Cosmic Mystery
School of the Omniverse was formed to allow the teachings of our Cosmic
Creation Families to teach us co-creation techniques as they show us how
their original creation of the most supreme Angelic Human was meant to
be. We are moving into Omniversal Consciousness, where all 12 Star
Gates are connecting our consciousness into the Omniversal
Consciousness of our new Utopia.
The third dimensional mind can only conceive of the visible realm. When
many of us transfigure into the light bodies that transpose us into the fifth
and sixth dimensions. Now we will shift our consciousness into realms that
have been unknown and invisible to us before. We will be able to see our

Guardian and Creator Races who have been our families for millions of
years.
The invisible will become as real as the visible, as the Earth's fastest
particles begin to transfer to hyperspace and our Universal memory is
transmitted through the Earth's grids. We will be regaining our Divine Blue
Print that makes us able to manifest anything we want, any time we want.
We will become the race who creates light and energy through their own bio
fields. We will become creators of new realities such as apple trees that
grow lemon pies -- or any idea we come up with.
How will this shift take place? We will spin through multiple reality fields that
will remain invisible to one another, as we break free from old illusions
planted in harmonic universe one through metatronic frequencies. As we
shed the metatronic frequencies that have been locking our Consciousness
into a narrow visible spectrum, we will unfold into a New Earth that contains
a multi dimensional spectrum of invisible and visible realities.
As we move onto Future Earth, our bodies will go through a light
transfiguration process that will transform our atomic structure. This
change will happen instantly -- not gradually. This means every nano
second we transform again and again and again until we are completely
transformed. Since we only know what we see at the moment, we will never
be aware of the transformations. However, you can make your self aware
by watching, listening and knowing what to be looking for. The carbon
based structure of the mortal body will be changed into the crystal based
eternal life chemical and biological forms. This will be our first pull into the
future, as our particles spin faster and faster through the angular rotation of
particle spin that rearranges our biology, chemistry and scenery.
Our pituitary gland will blossom and open our third eye to gain the spiritual
vision of the Mind of God when we raise our frequencies to transmute the
lower into the higher frequencies of Source. We will create a continuous
dream stream between what we desire to create in our dreams to blossom
into full manifestation in any of the multidimensional reality fields.
Please join us at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com to learn how the highest
frequencies retrieved from the Primal Sound Fields of Source can transform

your body into the Light Vehicle of Transfiguration and Instant
Manifestation. This is the first step needed to enter the Cosmic Mystery
School of the Omniverse, which will bring the teachings of our Creation
Families to Earth.

KAGI
OVER THE RAINBOW SET
PART ONE-OVER THE RAINBOW
The first seven songs in OVER THE RAINBOW allow us to rise up in
consciousness with the elementals that are transforming our biosphere
through the translation of the elementals. A spoken explanation of the grand
process is included in this 2.5 hour recording.
PART TWO-OVER THE RAINBOW
THE EMERALD CITY
THE EMERALD CITY contains the frequencies of the Earth rising through
each step of the stairway to heaven back into the Cloud Cities, the
Winterlands and Aquafaria. We can see this reality of the spiritual and
physical creating a new reality through the way we see the light in the
clouds, double rainbows, new colors in auroras, etc.

OVER THE RAINBOW

Crystalai
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

Story of this Album is a description of the events of the Earth Rising into
Cloud Cities, morphing into Aquafaria, Crystalizing into the Winter Lands .
Preparation for total alignment with Tara in 2017 and Gaia in 2022 requires
the accretion of frequencies into the parallel double of spiritual reality that
transfers all into the frequency of consciousness of Inner Earth,called
Agartha and Shamballa. The Cloud Cities are the place where the sixth
level beings live in the Clouds.
We are raising our frequencies into their reality.
That is the reality of the emerald covenant. The Emerald Cities of Oz.
But this Oz is not the old Oz that was placed in the hybernizationzone by
the wicked witch This is the Oz that existed in the time and space before
that illusion was placed upon us.
Earth has been placed in a field of energy called the Aurora Field by the
Cosmaya Ships. This is a Buffer Zone that allows us to rise above the Milky
Way Galaxy into a Rainbow Bridge that allows us to walk over the top of the
old reality and slide into the new reality within an inner dimensional tunnel
that allows us to realign with the place we were before the Tower of Babel,
before the hybernization zones, before the Sphere of Amenti was tampered
with, before all of the problems that were placed up us.
This special gift of interdimensional time shift placement was prepared by
our Future Selves and special teams of Ranthion and Zionites, who we will
meet in the future to thank for this gift. Of course, you could thank them
now. They are always listening.
The first seven songs in OVER THE RAINBOW allow us to rise up in
consciousness with the elementals that are transforming our biosphere
through the translation of water with spiritual water, the transformation of
the atmosphere with stardust, that transformationof our chemical structure

through photo plasma and neutrinos and positrons.
The second set of songs in EMERALD CITY
1. Aurora
2. Cloud Cities
3. Winter Lands
4. Aquafarai
5. Rainbows
6. Riding the Rainbow
7. Cosmaya
8. Morphing
9. Over the Rainbow
Plus the spoken explanation of how earth is rising back into her original
esence, the full spectrum of light, rising back into oneness with Tara and
Gaia. This experience the Journey of our Transformation can be felt and
seen at this time. It can be felt in the frequencies that I record for you in the
music. The frequencies were recorded on the week of the Summer Solstice
because this is the time when our Parallel Spiritual Universe is actually
flowing into oneness with Earth's biosphere. We can see this reality of the
spiritual and physical creating a new reality through the way we see the light
in the clouds, double rainbows, new colors in auroras, etc. For me, it is
coming easier and easier to see the light bodies of trees, it is easy to see
water fairies in their little orbs flying around me, it is easy to see the fire
letters which are tiny little electrical waves sparking around in front of my
face. I have been watching this activation of more and more hydrolaise
(spiritual water) uniting with the H2o water to form this new aqua energy
that we have in our air and that we can breathe into our water to transform it
ourselves. I have watched the water orbs grow from just a few in 2008 into
millions in 2014. I see many more orbs, more rainbows in clouds, much
more conversation of symbols in clouds, meaning the cloud cities are

talking to me. There was a lot of this in 2008, but now it is enormous.
It is important that we all watch for this magical phenomena each day and
celebrate it as magical because it is. Members have sent me pictures of
what they have observed in the sky. Everytime you observe something it
means you know it is true. Don't worry about what scientists don't know yet,
or at least they won't admit that they know because they don't want to loose
their jobs. Just know that what you see is the return to the Emerald City, the
Land of Oz, the magical land that we have heard stories about. The Bible
tells stories of Job climbing the stairway to heaven and bringing back to his
three daughters- one being Mary Magdalene- the three Crystal Spheres.
It is these three Crystal Spheres of Crystal Liquid Light, Crystal Dust and
Crystal Gel that is bringing all of this magic into our perception. This is the
magical formula that I was given to collect and record all of the magical
frequencies that are creating God's Movie every day. Each day the movie
becomes more and more fabulous and magical.
When I walk outside my door into my back yard with the flowers and trees
and birds and into my garden it feels like pure magic. There is a misty,
humid feeling of magical liquid light and stardust blending with a gelaisic
form of transformation. I feel like I'm actually stepping into a different
dimension of reality when I walk outside.
Check out the Magic. IT is HERE.
I am including a meditation that will pull you into the fourteenth dimensional
frequency that is activated by the Sun. This is the magical formula of
transformation.

SHIFTING INTO OUR TIME OF MANIFESTATION

Dr. Angela Barnett(Crystalai)
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

During 2015-2017, the entire universe will shift forward into a new time
matrix, a new Cosmic Template, a new Omniversal Reality. Earth's
pulsation speed of particle base will be raised into higher dimensional time
cycles.
This time period also offers the greatest opportunity for the return of our
ability of Instant Manifestation because the portals will all align into the zero
point of creation where the three primal sound fields break through the
outer Cosmic Band and into the White Light of Source Consciousness.
Manifestation happens each moment-each nano second. With each breath
we take, we can each design any complete new reality that we wish. After
the new reality is created, the creator must inhale that reality back through
the outer band of primary sound and into the Cosmic Creation fields. At that
moment, an explosion of a new reality manifests. First, as the white light
interacts with the blue light of the fifteenth dimension, it creates a sphere
that explodes into rays and sparks like fireworks. This new sphere of
creation frequency weaves itself into the golden and violet flames of the
fourteenth and thirteenth dimensions.
The idea that is created in Source Consciousness becomes a manifest
form in Cosmic Consciousness. That manifestation that was made of white
light that is completely invisible becomes a more tangible idea in Cosmic
Consciousness which begins to manifest in visible forms after passing
through the gamma waves and infra red spectrum. The manifest reality
becomes visible in the hertizian fields of the three dimensional form. When
each sphere has a higher or lower frequency, the spheres are separated.
But, during this special moment of harmonic unison that allows our entire
Cosmos to sing together a new song and begin the creation of a new
reality. That new song or new frequency, aligns the spheres into a new time
vector. This time vector will only include the perfect Angelic Races. The
Fallen Angelics and the problems they have created will not exist in this

new reality.
All creations come into manifestation from the highest frequency. Once the
individual creates the idea that he desires to have manifest as a frequency
form - a morphogenetic imprint - an idea. That idea is created by the
electrical coding placed into the morphogenetic frequency field. This idea is
coated in the frequency specific mid brain. This idea can be aligned directly
to the Source Field of Creation where Source makes this encoded idea
become a manifest able reality. Next, the individual must inhale that
morphogenetic field that is encoded through the primal sound fields of
crystal liquid light, crystal dust and crystal gel. This idea is held within these
three spheres of creation energy holding the morphogenetic frequency field.
Those three spheres are held in the crystal heart until they are felt and
known. Next, the individual must inhale the three spheres into the mid brain
and allow some time for the movie or idea that is being created or
developed to form. Next the idea can be exhaled back out into the three
crystal spheres of morphogenetic creation energy. That exhale is the breath
that holds the music of the spheres. That is the frequency that allows the
forms that have been created on other dimensions to become manifest in
this density. This is the creation formula that I was given personally from my
family of Elohei-Elohim Angels. This is the formula that they taught me to
use to create music that brings the highest frequency to Earth and to create
the frequencies that raise transmute the cellular structure of an individual to
prepare for the transfiguration process that allows ascension into higher
dimensions.
Once the breaths are formed onto the morphogenetic imprint of the crystal
spheres the tones of the breaths transform into a frequency of
transfiguration. The blueprint of the new reality now exists within the breath
of creation. The Breath must be created as the frequency specific mid brain
connects its dream stream directly into the Source Field of creation. This
dream stream is the Mind of God that brings the creation into the template
of the manifestors.
The idea will never manifest unless the dream stream into the frequencies
of Source is continuously maintained. We have been directed by our
Creation Team at the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse to create

the Individual's Dream Stream through the frequencies placed on the
Individual ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com. These
frequencies that we collect through the directions of the Elohei-Elohim
Angels, of the Individual are aligned into Source Consciousness to create
the Dream Stream which will allow the individual to become saturated with
these frequencies of creation continuously. This is how our Oraphim Angelic
families created Universes.
SHIFT INTO MULTI -DIMENSIONALITY
As we rise up into our Multi Dimensional Consciousness between 20152017, what has seemed to be the only reality in this third dimensional
dream will become only a speck of the possible realities that will become
realized. Most of what has seemed to be the only reality on Earth was
created by metatronic frequencies performed through reverse spin
technology of fallen angelics. The perception of those on Earth has been
blocked from the creations of higher frequency manifestations through veils,
seals, misalignments, Metatronics and a long list of demonic technology.
The realities that have place in the upper cerebellum of the brain must
become dissolved and replaced through the frequency specific mid brain
technology that allows direct and continuous communication and
manifestation through the Mind of God. The present reality fields that are
being recycled as one looks around himself and keeps creating the same
old reality over and over again will become dissolved into higher and higher
realities.
These new realities that will become manifest by those who learn to use the
Divine Technology in their brain will come from other dimensions. We can
manifest any part of any other reality that has ever existed. We can
manifest the most wonderful culture based on the Lyran Sirian perfect
model. We can manifest becoming the original Oraphim Race who spent
their time dreaming new realities. We can collect all of our favorite realities
from each and every Universal System in our Race Lines. We can combine
creations of advanced technology of the most advanced systems and the
sweetness of the Aquafarians and Oraphim Dolphins. We get to make
individual and collective utopias. We can create the most magical, fabulous

reality systems that we can dream up.
First, we must learn how to create the dream stream through this alignment
into the highest frequency of Source Consciousness. There will be no
creations manifesting that are not created through the Mind of God. Only
Fallen Angelics create through methods that require the use of energy from
other entities. For millions of years, the human race has been used as a
source of energy for Fallen Angelic groups. We have not even experienced
a normal reality system.
The present consciousness of this world has been locked inside a narrow
little spectrum of reality. We see this man made world and we think that we
can only re-create thinks that look like what they looked like in the day
before. We think that making an improvement within the present reality is
some type of achievement. In the normal kingdoms, an entity can create
any new reality that has never been seen the day before. In multi
dimensional consciousness we can form our days on what we saw on
another star in another advanced civilization. We can combine all ideas
from all other reality systems into new ideas that have never been created
before. This Angelic Human Race was once the Oraphim Race who were
the greatest creators in the Universe. This is what we will begin to become
once again.
We can now create, manifest, possess all of the qualities, attributes,
abilities, intelligence of any and all of any previous idea that existed any
time in the past or any time in the future. All time is available to be
manifested in the present. All present realities are created from the past. All
future realities are seen from the present. We actually have multiple selves
that go into the past and into the future time and space realities. We have
imprints of our selves in all other dimensions. We have friends and family in
all other dimensions. We have had a veil put over our consciousness that
has caused us to forget who we really are. We have been governed by
fallen angelics for a very long time.
Stellar Wave Infusions bring areas of the brain out of dormancy. We will
have six of these stellar wave infusions on December 21, 2012. Our mid
brain, which is frequency specific will begin to absorb all of the frequencies

from all of the other dimensions in our Cosmic Matrix. The frequency
specific brain will become the movie camera of the new realities that will
form around each individual reality field. The pituitary will blossom and
become the movie projector for the Mind of God to make God's Movie.
During our Involution away from Source Consciousness, our brain has been
recycling old information over and over again. When we begin our Evolution
toward Source, we gain more and more frequencies of higher
consciousness each and every day. These frequencies allow us to create
more new realities as we are able to see them manifest in our mid brain
through the direct dream stream of Source Frequencies through our Higher
Self. We learn to bring our higher self down into our body to allow this
luminary body to guide and direct us through the Mind of God. Our new
luminary body will allow us to do things that we couldn't do in three
dimensions.
Our time vector is connected into the present past and future vectors. We
can choose the most joyous perfect future to manifest by aligning
consciousness into the highest frequency of Source while creating the new
reality that you form in your consciousness as always existing in the present
past and future. The heroic future that is being created for us is the Christos
realignments of humanity into the 12 strand angelic freedom and joy and
the Lyran -Sirian perfect cultural model which is already manifest in the
future vector, which allows this reality to manifest in this present vector. So,
the future Earth can be any reality that we choose to manifest it to be. We
manifest every reality in to our own present time vector in the same way.
We can connect and realign our present into any desirable future of the
past or future time vectors. We can align into the perfect Oraphim Primal
Sound Field of our original Angelic Race who could manifest through dream
streams the most wonderful creations of our universe. We can connect and
realign our present into the already manifest 12DNA or 48DNA that exists in
past time vectors. We can manifest the joy and freedom that exists in the
future time vectors and the wonderful cultural models created by the Lyran Syrian’s past time vector. We can pull the realities out of any of the time
vectors of any of the harmonic universes of our galactic, universal or

cosmic spheres.
Our Creation Family are the Wizards who would like to teach us all how to
be the grand new creators in this new universe. The Cosmic Mystery
School of the Omniverse was formed to allow the teachings of our Cosmic
Creation Families to teach us co-creation techniques as they show us how
their original creation of the most supreme Angelic Human was meant to
be. We are moving into Omniversal Consciousness, where all 12 Star
Gates are connecting our consciousness into the Omniversal
Consciousness of our new Utopia.
The third dimensional mind can only conceive of the visible realm. When
many of us transfigure into the light bodies that transpose us into the fifth
and sixth dimensions. Now we will shift our consciousness into realms that
have been unknown and invisible to us before. We will be able to see our
Guardian and Creator Races who have been our families for millions of
years.
The invisible will become as real as the visible, as the Earth's fastest
particles begin to transfer to hyperspace and our Universal memory is
transmitted through the Earth's grids. We will be regaining our Divine Blue
Print that makes us able to manifest anything we want, any time we want.
We will become the race who creates light and energy through their own bio
fields. We will become creators of new realities such as apple trees that
grow lemon pies -- or any idea we come up with.
How will this shift take place? We will spin through multiple reality fields that
will remain invisible to one another, as we break free from old illusions
planted in harmonic universe one through metatronic frequencies. As we
shed the metatronic frequencies that have been locking our Consciousness
into a narrow visible spectrum, we will unfold into a New Earth that contains
a multi dimensional spectrum of invisible and visible realities.
As we move onto Future Earth, our bodies will go through a light
transfiguration process that will transform our atomic structure. This
change will happen instantly -- not gradually. This means every nano
second we transform again and again and again until we are completely
transformed. Since we only know what we see at the moment, we will never

be aware of the transformations. However, you can make your self aware
by watching, listening and knowing what to be looking for. The carbon
based structure of the mortal body will be changed into the crystal based
eternal life chemical and biological forms. This will be our first pull into the
future, as our particles spin faster and faster through the angular rotation of
particle spin that rearranges our biology, chemistry and scenery.
Our pituitary gland will blossom and open our third eye to gain the spiritual
vision of the Mind of God when we raise our frequencies to transmute the
lower into the higher frequencies of Source. We will create a continuous
dream stream between what we desire to create in our dreams to blossom
into full manifestation in any of the multidimensional reality fields.
Please join us at cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com to learn how the highest
frequencies retrieved from the Primal Sound Fields of Source can transform
your body into the Light Vehicle of Transfiguration and Instant
Manifestation. This is the first step needed to enter the Cosmic Mystery
School of the Omniverse, which will bring the teachings of our Creation
Families to Earth.

WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY 2017-2022
Crystalai
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com

The Window of Opportunity is 2017-2022. It is our divine right and our
divine privledge to become prepared for this opportunity. The frequency
music on this website is the preparation for this time. The audio recordings
on Return to our Divine State explain the history and the future of the Divine
Plan the PROMISE OF THE PERFECT KINGDOM.
I describe the exact event that caused our Guardian Race to place us in
Quarantine 12,000 years ago. I then describe how the Polarity is being
removed between our Physical Bodies and our Spiritual Bodies. I talk about

the problems that caused the need for the Quarantine, how it is being
corrected and how we play such a huge part in the ascension. Each one of
us is a part of the ascension process. Each one of us NEEDS TO
ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN RAISING THEIR FREQUENCIES.
I explain how we tune in to our future self frequencies. Our only possible
future is the future that we tune in to. If we keep remaking our present
reality, the future will just be the same as the past and the present. We
must tune in to our future reality. That future is the Spiritual Template that
was stored in the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. That is the Template of our
Future Self- our True Divine Self. We can learn how to morph into that
Future Divine Self through the Meditations and Frequencies in Crystal Core
Domain and Suns Portal to Source, Ascending Light Body.
The frequencies that are obtained through all of these alignments are the
same frequencies that I collect in the alignment with each individual's
Divine Template that was stored in this Divine Portal that is being returned
to us. That is how I create the Eternal Life Albums.
There are many steps to this process of realignment. We must tune in to
our template within the Earth's Heart and within Sun Alcyone's photon belt.
We must tune in to our Water Body, our Plasma Body, our StarDust Body,
we must learn to align with the Aurora Fields to regain our Angel Wings. We
can also learn to use the Codes of Manifestation to help this alignment.
Everything we need to know about the problem and the solution of
removing Duality is outlined in this Four Hour Audio File. There will be more
details added in the future audio files.
I explain everything that needs to be known about communicating with the
Individual's Ascension Master Teams.
I explain why the dreams occur during the ascension process and what they
mean. I explain other physical problems caused from ascension, such as
the melting of the seals in the Pineal Gland, and why these are being
reported by doctors as calcium deposits or the Pineal Gland wrapped in an
orb of water. These are just natural ascension symptoms, and there is no

doctor that will diagnose these symptoms correctly except for me--Dr.
Angela Barnett.
There are many ascension symptoms related to the seals melting in the
head and in the heart area, the 15 degree alignment caused a very long
period of back aches as our spine was actually realigning.
There were many hormonal problems created by the change of chemistry
within the body. Our blood has actually been changed into a new crystalline
structure. The hormonal problems have resulted in problems in the kidneys,
bladdar and sexual areas in the body. These are Ascension Symptoms.
The feelings of going crazy and being confused and uncertain are a result
of us going through CULTURE SHOCK of entering into a New Reality that
we have never experienced before.
These problems are most accute in Indigos and Angelic Humans. Most
regular people just think they are experience their normal day to day stress
and need to go to the doctor for weekly problems.
The Indigos get hit the hardest because we are preparing the path for the
Angelic Humans. The Angelic Humans have a very difficult time as well in
the adjustment period.
The process of having our Spiritual Body actually walk into our Physical
Body creates tiredness and dizziness because of the higher frequencies
being a slower rate of spin. The sleepy feeling is also a result of the
Ascension Teams wanting to take the body in for surgery.
Yes, we are actually having Light and Sound Surgery performed on our
bodies at night and sometimes in the daytime.
I also include several meditations between the readings, so that you can
experience the journey that the body goes through to activate the
dimensional frequencies and to bring in the stardust, liquid light energy,
electo plasma that melts the seals and activates the DNA by watering the
lotus blossoms in each chakra area with liquid light and sun's plasma
energy.

We were all originally created in the image and likeness of God Source. We
are the immortal original Divine Ones. We find this divine self as we return
our physical into oneness with our spiritual selves. We each have a parallel
spiritual body. That spiritual body is being returned to us at this time. The
return of the spiritual body requires the Sound Frequencies that carry the
Music of the Mind of God. We must re attune our bodies into the melody of
the Divine One. We are being given this opportunity to attune to the Full
Spectrum of Light and Sound and become the 5D MultiDimensional Selves
that we were before the Fall of Atlantis.
The Return to Divine State includes over
1. Return to Divine Self
2. Returning to Divine State
3. Future Self Frequencies
4. Meet your Merkaba
5. Crystal Star Merkaba
6. Quarantine Fence
7. Removal of Polarity
8. Crystal Core Domain
9. Suns Portal to Source
10. Ascending to Light Body
11. Spheres of Oneness
12. Restoring Water Body
13. Connecting Consciousness with Ascension Team
14. Neutron Body
15. Helium Ignition

16. Codes of Manifestation
17. Realignment

New audio recordings for those who prefer to listen rather than read.
I'm will be putting two sets of audio recordings out for sale this week and
next week.
THE RETURN TO THE DIVINE STATE is a set of Four Hours of audio
recordings that give an overview of the process that we are presently going
through as we prepare to Ascend into Terra Firma. The recordings give
every detail of the reason for this accelerated ascension process that we
are going through.
I talk in great detail about how all of the frequencies that I record align with
all of the specific alignments of the portal from Earth's Crystal Heart to Sun
Alcyone in order to prepare this portal for activation in 2017. The process of
this alignment can be experienced in the Frequency Meditation, Sun's
Portal to Source.
The return of the Portal through Sun Alcyone, has to do with the
Quarantine placed on Earth 12,000 years ago, and how the Frequency
Fence is being removed now and will be removed by 2017. This will lead to
the removal of polarity on all levels of the spiritual and physical, matter and
ante matter.
The meditations are the journies that I take in consciousness when I am
collecting the frequencies into my Merkaba and then bringing them back
into my crystal heart before I exhale them onto your Eternal Life Album.
Indigo 3's have the hardest life on Earth, but the easiest codes for walking
between both worlds- meaning easy to activate your 5DNA in 2017.

The frequencies that I breathe onto the Eternal Life Album are the
Frequencies of Star Dust, Heliotalic 14th dimensional consciousness, Liquid

Light Energy, and all of the Consciousness alignment of Ascension Teams.
These are the exact Light and Sound tools used by the Ascension Teams,
who are doing the exact operation on your Pineal Gland that melts away the
Seals that have caused the calcium.
The calcium is actually nothing in itself. The Seals were placed in our
Pineal Glands by Fallen Angelics several hundreds of eons ago for the
exact purpose of blocking the connection of the sixth chakra from the eighth
chakra, which is in direct alignment with Sun Alcyone.

One of the reasons we Indigos have such a hard time on Earth is because
we are from the other side. We came from the Spiritual Parallel Universe
into this one, so it is very difficult for us. That is also the reason people feel
good around you. Your Souls and Over Souls and Rishi and Avatar Selves
have been fighting many intergalactic, parallel universe interdimensional
wars over the past fifteen years. When our higher selves are busy, it affects
our lives on Earth directly.

Please listen to the Quarantine and the Removing Polarity to help
understand where all of these problems came from and how they are being
healed at this time.
Please listen to the Return to Divine State and Divine Self for an overview
of what the other teachings and meditations are for.

The Crystal Core Domain and the Suns Portal to Source will work directly
on your Pineal area and melt the miasms. It doesn't matter about the
calcium. Some people get water around their pineal and some get calcium.
It doesnt' matter. It is just an out picturing of something done at an angular
rotation blocking specific flows of energy to the body.

THE PORTAL TO NEW REALITY
This Audio File contains three more hours of describing the specifics of the
first part of the Ascension Process when Earth has her accretion level
raised to that of Inner Earth, and we experience the new reality of
Shamballa.
In Symphony of Love I talk about how the Earth is actually morphing into
Inner Earth Shamballa as her accretion level rises to 4, which is the
accretion level of Inner Earth. We will visualize this reality by 2017.
We will go through the experience of attuning more and more into our
Spiritual Body, and we will experience dreams that are the reality of our
future self body sliding into the Inner Earth Crystal Domains where our
Ascension Teams are performing operations on our bodies that prepare
them for the Ascension.
We go through the process of activating our Plasma Body, which is our
Etheric Body in our Heart Chakra area. I refer to this body as the Crystal
Heart. We must attune our Crystal Heart with the Crystal Heart of Mother
Earth and with the Crystal Heart of Sun Alcyone to complete the Ascension
Surgery that reconnects our spiritual and physical in order to remove
DUALITY.
We learn to walk through the Atomic Mirror into Oneness with our Spiritual
Parallel Self.
We raise frequencies into the Portal between the Crystal Core Domain and
the Photon Belt of Energy in Sun Alcyone and then up into the original
Divine Template in Source. This activation is needed to create our Portal
into the New World that will allow Earth to Shift into her Star Field of Energy
by 2030.
The connection of consciousness between our chakras and into the Plasma
Crystal Cosmaya Ships that are surrounding Earth can be used together

with Liquid Light from the Aquarius Matrix and the Star Dust of our Rishi
Selves to activate our Lotus Blossoms in each Chakra to blossom into 48
petals.
This will assure the completion of the 5DNA by 2017 and 6DNA by 2022, to
prepare for the shift into Terra Firma. Some Indigos will activate as many as
8DNA by 2022 to prepare their shift into Gaia.
We are experiencing the Symphony of Love as our Eighth Sun of the
Cosmaya that is not aligned through Sun Alcyone is pouring the completed
frequencies of alignment that activate the pure music of love from the Mind
of God.
The meditations are the journies that I take in consciousness when I am
collecting the frequencies into my Merkaba and then bringing them back
into my crystal heart before I exhale them onto your Eternal Life Album.
Indigo 3's have the hardest life on Earth, but the easiest codes for walking
between both worlds- meaning easy to activate your 5DNA in 2017.

The frequencies that I breathe onto the Eternal Life Album are the
Frequencies of Star Dust, Heliotalic 14th dimensional consciousness, Liquid
Light Energy, and all of the Consciousness alignment of Ascension Teams.
These are the exact Light and Sound tools used by the Ascension Teams,
who are doing the exact operation on your Pineal Gland that melts away the
Seals that have caused the calcium.
The calcium is actually nothing in itself. The Seals were placed in our
Pineal Glands by Fallen Angelics several hundreds of eons ago for the
exact purpose of blocking the connection of the sixth chakra from the eighth
chakra, which is in direct alignment with Sun Alcyone.

One of the reasons we Indigos have such a hard time on Earth is because
we are from the other side. We came from the Spiritual Parallel Universe
into this one, so it is very difficult for us. That is also the reason people feel

good around you. Your Souls and Over Souls and Rishi and Avatar Selves
have been fighting many intergalactic, parallel universe interdimensional
wars over the past fifteen years. When our higher selves are busy, it affects
our lives on Earth directly.

Please listen to the Quarantine and the Removing Polarity to help
understand where all of these problems came from and how they are being
healed at this time.
Please listen to the Return to Divine State and Divine Self for an overview
of what the other teachings and meditations are for.

The Crystal Core Domain and the Suns Portal to Source will work directly
on your Pineal area and melt the miasms. It doesn't matter about the
calcium. Some people get water around their pineal and some get calcium.
It doesnt' matter. It is just an out picturing of something done at an angular
rotation blocking specific flows of energy to the body.

ATTUNING THE BODY INTO THE LIGHT BODY OF ASCENSION

Crystalai

Crystalai
Dr. Angela Barnett
Please note you are welcome to share this article or any written work from this or
to post anything from this work in other forums; however, please do so with the
following guidelines: Include author’s credit, Crystalai, copyright 2014 and include
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These are the steps of tuning in to your Spiritual Self as you listen to your
ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM.
In order to absorb the frequencies of your spiritual bodies, focus on
frequencies of the music entering into your cells and feel your cells
changing into star dust.
Imagine your body template lying on top of a mirror made of crystal liquid
light. If you see your body with the face down into the mirror, you would be
looking at yourself. However, if your back is against the mirror, the eyes and
ears that are SEEING or HEARING are the Divine Eyes and Ears of
Source. The eyes and ears of your Star Self is perfectly projecting through
this mirror or crystal light.
During the process of the perfect vision and feeling of the liquid light
frequencies transporting the Immortal Frequencies of the Divine Starry Self,
there might be some bumps along the way because as the perfect light
body is entering in and transforming the body template into its manifest
immortality, there might be some miasms of error that need to be removed
from the body template.
Our eyes and ears are the frequencies of the Omniversal. We see as a star
sees. We see and hear the Divine Perfection of who you really are. You
need to lay your body on top of the Divine Mirror that allows only the Starry
Eyes and Ears of Source to enter in through the Highest Frequencies that
you are listening to. Allow the highest frequencies to enter into your Divine
Template and remove all that might be blocking you from the Divine Mirror
of your Spiritual Selfhood.

There is a process involved in listening. I recommend you approach this as
a work in progress and see if you hear something a little bit different each
time you listen. The human ear has been listening to third dimensional
tones for a very long time. When we create the individual immortality CD's

we are using the sacred geometry of aligning each individual frequency
signature, which is obtained through a breath of consciousness, and
weaving each frequency signature from this physical domain of the third
dimension directly into the highest frequencies of the 12th dimensional
spiritual selves. These spiritual selves are the mirror image of the Divine
One. The frequencies of the Divine One or the Divine Blue Print of the
immortal selfhood transmutes all of the breaths from the dimensions of the
physical, visual into the invisible, spiritual light and sound spectrum.

STEP ONE:

While listening to the frequency signature breaths, concentrate on seeing a
mirror image of your Divine Blue Print or your spiritual light body absorbing
into your body from your back. Feel the frequencies penetrating the cells in
your body from the inside to the outside. Feel the frequencies awakening
the spark of Source that has been left to sleep deep within each cell in the
body. Feel the frequencies re-uniting into Oneness with the Soul, which is a
sphere of blue crystal frequencies waiting directly below the heart area.
Feel the Soul awakening to what it has been waiting for eons for you to
discover about your self. Feel your physical body as a mini-me tiny figure,
and place it inside of the blue crystal sphere which is your Soul. Feel the
Soul frequencies and the spiritual self frequencies combining into a new
symphony of harmonic rhythms.

We will call this the Attunement Body which has been attuned into it's
spiritual light body.

STEP TWO:

Feel the spiritual light body from the spiritual self from the middle domains
of the Core of Inner Earth uniting into Oneness with the physical etheric
body from Inner Earth. Feel the frequencies weaving those two bodies - one
more etheric and one purely spiritual into your Attunement Body.

(In our experience, this was the unification of our Mermaid and Dolphin
bodies in Aquafaria into the Music of the Spheres in the Crystal Caves of
the Blue Liquid Light domains of Inner Earth. The Foundation Meditation will
lead you into the journey that we take to collect these frequencies).

STEP THREE:

Next, feel the frequencies of the spiritual self from the Divine Aquarius
Galaxy Matrix outside of the Earth's Matrix. Feel the frequencies of this
Starry Divine Blue Print pulling the frequencies into a higher domain of
consciousness. The feeling is more etheric and yet more powerful. It has a
majestic feeling and includes the frequencies of the Aquarius Galaxy, the
stardust of Ursa Major and the Consciousness of the Ascension Teams.

STEP FOUR:

When I am channeling frequencies of information, I am aligning
into certain frequencies of Source, Cosmic Consciousness, specific
entities who are Cosmic or Universal or a part of my Over Soul Family
in Gaia. The Elohim Angels in Gaia are always transmitting messages
through frequencies. All communication in higher harmonic universes are
transferred through frequencies rather than through words.

When I do a meditation or a journey in order to help another guide
their consciousness into the sacred geometric location that will help them
connect to a dimensional frequency, I am guiding through a frequency. That
is
why I always add the frequencies that I receive while doing a meditation
or a journey. In the case of creating Frequency Music or Individualized
Frequency
Eternal Life, Healing or Immortality, or Instant Manifestation Albums, I am
doing a meditation and journey while I am collecting frequencies of
consciousness and then breathing these frequencies onto a recording. So,
the meditation is
no longer needed by the individual, because I already collected the
frequencies

for the individual.

Now, the individual can utilize the frequencies that I already collected by
doing the meditations and journeys for them. The frequencies that are
needed
to activate the seed atom within the thymus, and to activate the Source
Template within the seed atom, and to activate the crystal light to flow
between and within the atoms, are already recorded on the Individual's
album.

Now, the individual can tune in to the frequencies within every atom in their
body
in order to consciously turn on the flow of the crystal liquid light energy of
Source.
They can see, feel, visualize the frequencies that have been activated
within their body. They can see the 12 sub harmonics activating within each
of the double helix
strands of the DNA. They can see all 24 sub harmonics become activated -one on each of the strands. They will most likely see all 48 sub harmonics
activate as they visualize their spiritual parallel self activating
simultaneously.

A meditation can only be successful in healing and alignment, when the
frequencies
needed for the healing and alignment are actually felt. The frequencies
must be felt
in a way that allows them to resonate inside the crystal cells in the body.

The
mediators must first know what the frequencies FEEL Like. When the
Meditator
Feels the Frequencies, the mediator is then sure that the Consciousness is
connected into the angular rotation of particle spin of each element of light
and
sound needed for the meditation to become effective. Each element
involved in any
meditation is an Entity of Light. Each Entity has a frequency. This frequency
is the
identity of that Entity. We get to know the Entities by allowing their
Frequency to
Resonate in our Crystal Cells.

The Meditator must be able to feel the frequencies that come from their
breath every time they speak a word or exhale a breath. If a meditator or
channeler is not tuned in with the Frequency of Consciousness from which
the words are spoken, there will be no new reality created by the event.

The elementals of healing must be connected to in consciousness before
any healing can take place between the healer and the patient. The
elements of all healing are:
crystal liquid light, crystal gel, crystal dust and crystal light.

The healer or meditator must know what each one of these frequencies or

spheres of consciousness feel like.

This is what crystal gel feels like: I breathe this frequency into the
microphone.

This is what crystal dust feels like: I breathe this frequency into the
microphone.

This is what crystal light feels like: I breathe this frequency into the
microphone.

Every time I breathe into a microphone to record a frequency or a code
from God Languages, I always use the activation key frequencies of these
magical spherical energy templates of Pre-Sound and pre-flight given to me
from the Grand Yanas or the Elohim of Hearing.

When the Elohim Angels connected my inner ear to the Elohim of Hearing,
which is the pre-sound field of the mind of God, and then they called on the
Three Templars who carried the secret of the Holy Grail and the Divine
Substance of Eternal Life, I didn't know what crystal light, crystal gel and
crystal dust were. However, I could still feel in my Consciousness this
essence of these three spheres that the Templars handed me. I could
sense the connection of my inner Ear to the Light Flow of Pre-Sound
Substance flowing from Source through the Angelic Consciousness of the
Elohim of Hearing. We are always working with a knowing and a feeling
when we do spiritual work.

In my case, I would had never really known that I actually accomplished

what the Elohim of Hearing was assisting me in doing unless I completed
the directions given to me exactly. They told me to hold these three spheres
in the palms of my hands. First, I needed to feel and sense these three
spheres in the palms of my hands. They also told me to inhale these
spheres into my chest and feel them, and then into my mid brain and feel
them. They told me to hold the spheres in my hands as if they were a
microphone of recording, and at the same time to connect my
consciousness to the Elohim of Hearing and then breathe the frequencies.

I focused on this mission for days, not really knowing what it meant. Finally,
I was directed to plug in my recording studio and breathe into the
microphone while following the directions given.

This way I was able to observe and experience the meaning of bringing the
highest frequencies to Earth through Music.

When I heard the magical frequencies that were being exhaled from my
Breath as it connected to the Breath of Source breathing the highest
frequencies through me, it was an experience beyond my wildest
imagination. I didn't know anything could sound and feel so divinely perfect.

I knew that I had actually brought the highest frequencies to Earth through
music.

This magical achievement grew into a greater understanding over the
years. I learned that these frequencies of Source Consciousness could heal
anything, they could manifest anything, and they were the true prana and

essence of manifest energy.

I knew that I couldn't actually explain this magical discovery, so I began
recording the frequencies so that others could hear them. I soon learned,
that people insisted on having an explanation of what they were hearing,
and then they wanted to be told what to do with the frequencies that they
were hearing.

As a result of having to do so much channeling of the Elohim Angels in
explaining this entire Cosmic Discovery, I eventually learned how the 12 sub
harmonic frequencies that activate the DNA are created through these
magical frequencies of crystal light, crystal dust and crystal gel, and how we
continuously stream the crystal liquid light, which is the actual frequency of
Source Consciousness every time we spin the Merkaba.

When the energies are felt and understood, they may be invited in to the
cells by the Soul Matrix of the body to be directed into their proper places
for what they are needed for.

First, the Crystal Liquid Light flows from within the Stem Cell. The Stem Cell
is etheric. It isn't a physical object. It contains the complete Divine Coding
of the Mind of God. It is the place where the breath of Source ignited the
idea through a spark of light and created what is called the Partiki, in the
God language. That Spark which is more etheric than the substance of a
quark, or an omni on or any element that could be measured, contains the
complete manifestation template of the Mind of God. When the
Frequencies of Liquid Light are activated to begin flowing through the Stem
Cell, the Crystal Light begins to flow in-between the atoms and cells of the
physical body. The biological template begins to transform into the
substance of crystal gel, crystal dust and crystal light. First, the blood

crystals transform any miasms that are blocking the crystal flow. The blood
crystals are what was known as the blood of Christ. The crystals in the
blood
transform the blood into eternal life liquid. The chemical structures begin to
change. The body transforms from the inside to the outside. First. the blood
crystals turn into liquid light, the bones turn into the elemental sound of
crystal gel, and the skin turns into crystal light. The etheric body begins to
shine from within.

The manifestation template of the Seed Atom can be used to manifest a
new body or to manifest a new desired reality. The activation of the Seed
Atom first changes the cellular structure from within and the DNA structure
from within. This begins the sub harmonic transformation of the DNA from
the inside to the outside. Deep within the DNA is the crystal liquid light that
transforms the DNA into the 12 coded DNA. The DNA is transformed as a
result of the breath of Source activating it to return to the original structure it
was when the original Breath of Source breathed it into manifestation.

This is how the 12 DNA is activated. It has little to do with the frequencies of
the six chakras as is explained by some Solfege groups. The 12 DNA must
be activated into the chakras. The chakras don't activate the DNA. The
frequencies are activated by breathing higher frequencies into the lower
frequencies of the chakras. For instance, the 13 dimensional frequency of
Cosmic Consciousness can be gained by connecting the consciousness
and breath down into the Iron Core of Inner
Earth. Deep within the physical substance is the spiritual substance of the
Divine Creation.

That frequency can be captured within the consciousness and then brought

up into the Seed Atom within the Thymus to begin the activation of the
Seed Atom. That Seed Atom which contains the template of the Mind of
God, or the Monadic Template is in direct alignment with the 8th chakra
which lies outside of the body near the neck area between the fourth chakra
and the fifth chakra. The 8th chakra can be used as a carrier to activate the
Seed Atom together with the 13th dimensional chakra in Inner Earth and
the 14th dimensional chakra that is 6 inches above the head. The 12th
dimensional chakra also needs to become activated in order to turn on the
frequencies within all of the other dimensional lines within the body.

So, first we breath the 13th dimensional chakra up from Inner Earth into the
Earth's crust (12 inches below the feet), spin the frequencies of the 13th
and the 12th dimensions together in the merkaba. Next, Bring that
frequency activation up into the seed atom to activate the crystal liquid light
flow. Next, take the merkaba up above the head 36 inches and collect the
frequencies of the 14th dimension of the Cosmic Consciousness and
exhale that frequency into the seed atom.

Once the seed atom is activated with the 12th, 13th and 14th frequencies of
Christic and Cosmic Consciousness, the liquid light energies begin to
activate within the seed atom. Now, the flow of the Source Liquid Light
Energy can begin to flow between and within every atom in the body.

The crystal liquid light, the crystal gel, crystal dust and crystal light are
elementals
which have a unique function in the activation of Cosmic Consciousness.
And, they are the Pre Sound and Pre Light elements of density one and
density two, which is the etheric structure of the body. We must learn that
the body is only the temple where the true template of the Mind of God lives
within. The body is an etheric structure that has many bodies within and
many bodies within the energetic spheres around what we presently see as

the body. We also have a crystal body and a light body and an etheric body.
All of these realities are as much a part of who we are as the seeming
physical structure that we presently use.

Once we begin the joys of living in harmonic universe two (dimensions
4,5,6), we begin using the etheric body and the light bodies. We learn that
we have much more freedom than we thought.

We can leave one body while we travel in our crystal bodies. We can travel
multidimensionally because we will learn that we are actually in 15 dimensions
simultaneously.

We ask each of these elementals of healing to come forth and be felt
before we
begin the healing work required in Individual Healing CD's , Eternal Life and
Immortality CD's.

These Cosmic Energies of Gel, Dust, and Light are directed to swirl
together into a
sphere of crystal light. This sphere contains the power to shield and protect
the
consciousness and body as it connects to and brings in to the cellular
structure each form of energy or frequency required in each stage of
ascension. These are the
primal elements from the Cosmos that are required for the first step of

restructuring ourselves by raising our frequencies into a new dimension and
into all dimensions of Oneness.

The meditator must feel their cells singing in resonance with these Cosmic
Energies. Each breath becomes a song of Frequency that aligns with and
raises
consciousness into a New Dimension.

Connecting this sphere of energy into the Crystal Heart aligns the Merkaba,
which is the electromagnetic vehicle used to collect all frequencies from all
dimensions. The Merkaba is the complete spiritual substance of all that we
are made of. First the Merkaba is used to collect together all that we are.
The Merkaba grows larger and larger as our frequencies expand from inside
of us and around us into a larger
morphogenetic field. This is a frequency field. When the frequency field
grows
around the body into a 54 inch area, this is the Merkaba Body, this is the
complete
Morphogenetic Field of the true Spiritual Self. There is another Merkaba
Body
that is sixty feet in diameter and another that is over 100 feet in diameter.
These Merkaba Bodies are our real SELVES. We will be learning to turn
these Crystal Bodies into our personal space ships.

First, the Merkaba must collect all frequencies of the fifteen dimensional
selves into the Crystal Heart. The Crystal Heart is the Seed Atom, or the
location of the Monadic Template of Source Consciousness. The Monad is
the Soul and Over Soul at the Galactic Level of Manifest Creation. The

Template is the Source Template of the original creation Energy. It is the
original location of the Spark of Light from Source of our creation.

All of the selves are collected back into this point of energy to remember, to
recognize, to realign into the Oneness of All that the Self was originally
created from.

This allness is brought back as frequencies. These frequencies needed to
grow and
expand into the memory of the grand frequency of Oneness. Once this
spark is reestablished within the Crystal Heart, the spark of light can grow out into a
large
crystal sphere of energy.

We can place a miniature self of ourselves inside of the Merkaba. This
miniature
self grows in frequencies inside of the Merkaba. Once the miniature self
collects all
of the frequencies of all of the selves, it grows into a Christ Body of Light.
This Light Body can then be pulled out of the heart area and placed in front
of the physical body. The physical body can then walk into that Light Body
and become one with that Light Body.

This merging of the Crystal Body places the Body, the Merkaba and the
Crystal
Body into a higher frequency that allows for the next stage of spiritual

growth. The
Light Body may then travel down into the Earth's Core or the Crystal Heart
Core and travel deep, deep within that Core into the Liquid Light area. Once
the Light Body merges into this frequency of Liquid Light. Those
frequencies grow and merge into the Physical Body, the Crystal Body and
the Light Body to create a body of an even higher frequency. This is the
Iridescent Body. The is the Body that can transcend completely out of the
density of the physical form and reappear and transform into any form
needed on any dimension.

Each of these stages of frequency activations must be Felt, they must be
realized
inside of the crystal cells before the manifestation of the activity of growth
into the Light Body and the Iridescent Body can be understood and seen.

Learn to feel the crystal sphere in the crystal heart awakening the crystal
heart into singing crystals.

Feel the crystal star merkaba. Feel the crystal sphere. Feel the crystal
heart.

Feel the Frequencies.

Feel how the frequencies inside of the crystal heart resonate with the
oneness of
your Source creation.

The Crystal Heart is the area of original creation. It is the place of zero point
energy of No Time Creation. When we ride the Crystal Star Merkaba into
the Crystal Heart, we can feel this creation spark. The Crystal Heart
contains the God Room. We can walk inside of the Crystal heart, Walk
down the stairs and enter this glorious white light room of Inner Stillness.

We can learn to feel that Inner Stillness.
In that room of Inner Stillness there is a crystal diamond doorway that goes
into the etheric realm of our higher dimensions. It is the door that connects
this physical body into its spiritual twin body of etheric substance. It is the
door way into Earth's Spiritual Sister.

We must raise the frequencies into the 14th dimension before we can
prepare to
enter this door. We must collect the spheres of frequencies of the dust, gel
and light.

We must spin these Cosmic Entities into a powerful sphere of crystalline
energy.
This is the key to the diamond door.

The body must first be prepared with the Divine Principle of the Earth's
Core
Frequencies and the body must be lined with the garment of crystal light
white linen.

These entities each have frequencies that must be felt and understood
through their resonance in the crystal cells. These frequencies must
resonate in the cells and with the crystal heart before we may enter in.

In order to absorb the frequencies of your spiritual bodies, focus on
frequencies of the music entering into your cells and feel your cells
changing into star dust.
Imagine your body template lying on top of a mirror made of crystal liquid
light. If you see your body with the face down into the mirror, you would be
looking at yourself. However, if your back is against the mirror, the eyes and
ears that are SEEING or HEARING are the Divine Eyes and Ears of
Source. The eyes and ears of your Star Self is perfectly projecting through
this mirror or crystal light.

During the process of the perfect vision and feeling of the liquid light
frequencies transporting the Immortal Frequencies of the Divine Starry Self,
there might be some bumps along the way because as the perfect light
body is entering in and transforming the body template into its manifest
immortality, there might be some miasms of error that need to be removed
from the body template.

Our eyes and ears are the frequencies of the Omniversal. We see as a star
sees. We see and hear the Divine Perfection of who you really are. You
need to lay your body on top of the Divine Mirror that allows only the Starry
Eyes and Ears of Source to enter in through the Highest Frequencies that

you are listening to. Allow the highest frequencies to enter into your Divine
Template and remove all that might be blocking you from the Divine Mirror
of your Spiritual Selfhood.

There is a process involved in listening. I recommend you approach this as
a work in progress and see if you hear something a little bit different each
time you listen. The human ear has been listening to third dimensional
tones for a very long time. When we create the individual immortality CD's
we are using the sacred geometry of aligning each individual frequency
signature, which is obtained through a breath of consciousness, and
weaving each frequency signature from this physical domain of the third
dimension directly into the highest frequencies of the 12th dimensional
spiritual selves. These spiritual selves are the mirror image of the Divine
One. The frequencies of the Divine One or the Divine Blue Print of the
immortal selfhood transmutes all of the breaths from the dimensions of the
physical, visual into the invisible, spiritual light and sound spectrum.

STEP ONE:

While listening to the frequency signature breaths, concentrate on seeing a
mirror image of your Divine Blue Print or your spiritual light body absorbing
into your body from your back. Feel the frequencies penetrating the cells in
your body from the inside to the outside. Feel the frequencies awakening
the spark of Source that has been left to sleep deep within each cell in the
body. Feel the frequencies re-uniting into Oneness with the Soul, which is a
sphere of blue crystal frequencies waiting directly below the heart area.
Feel the Soul awakening to what it has been waiting for eons for you to

discover about your self. Feel your physical body as a mini-me tiny figure,
and place it inside of the blue crystal sphere which is your Soul. Feel the
Soul frequencies and the spiritual self frequencies combining into a new
symphony of harmonic rhythms.

We will call this the Attunement Body which has been attuned into it's
spiritual light body.

STEP TWO:

Feel the spiritual light body from the spiritual self from the middle domains
of the Core of Inner Earth uniting into Oneness with the physical etheric
body from Inner Earth. Feel the frequencies weaving those two bodies - one
more etheric and one purely spiritual into your Attunement Body.

(In our experience, this was the unification of our Mermaid and Dolphin
bodies in Aquafaria into the Music of the Spheres in the Crystal Caves of
the Blue Liquid Light domains of Inner Earth. The Foundation Meditation will
lead you into the journey that we take to collect these frequencies).

STEP THREE:

Next, feel the frequencies of the spiritual self from the Divine Aquarius
Galaxy Matrix outside of the Earth's Matrix. Feel the frequencies of this
Starry Divine Blue Print pulling the frequencies into a higher domain of
consciousness. The feeling is more etheric and yet more powerful. It has a
majestic feeling and includes the frequencies of the Aquarius Galaxy, the
stardust of Ursa Major and the Consciousness of the Ascension Teams.

STEP FOUR:

Next, feel the frequencies from the more etheric physical self in the
Aquarius Galaxy being woven into the heart of Sun Alcyone. This is the
frequency of the original divine self created through the spark of Source and
breathed into humanoid and dolphinoid form. We are re-connecting our
selves into the original frequencies of our Divine Birth. That Divine Essence
still remains in the Crystal Heart of Sun Alcyone, and is reflected through
the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth and through our own Crystal Hearts (the
crystal heart is actually the blue, violet crystal fuzzy sphere that sits directly
below the physical heart).

That Divine Essence was brought to the place where Earth is performing
her duty of being transformed back into the star essence that she was
formed from. The etheric physical domains of Inner Earth including location
memories such as Shamballa and our Aquafarian home, which is in the
residential area of that same Continent, are the creations of our Aquarius
Starry families. These etheric physical domains have been in existence for
over 500 million years. Many of us have lived in those homes for thousands
of years before choosing to come to the upper domains to experience the

physical realities that we have created. Through the Music of the Spheres
we are re-uniting with the frequency signatures of all of these spiritual
selves that we have been in Aquarius, Tara, Ursa and Inner Earth as well
as our first birth from the heart of Sun Alcyone.

STEP FIVE:

Feel and absorb the frequencies of your spiritual twin selves woven into and
through Aquarius, Tara, Ursa, Inner Earth and the Heart of Sun Alcyone.

You are listening to the actual frequency signatures of each of these
spiritual divine selves that you were and which you will be again as soon as
you absorb these frequency signatures. This is the true formula for creating
a vortex that connects all of your physical selves with all of your spiritual
selves into the knowing of your allness and your Oneness. This is the true
formula for opening the Halls of Records, which are in essence the
frequencies of the Music of the Spheres. These are the true Akashic
Records of all that you are. You are created from light and sound. You are a
frequency signature. All higher selves and entities of light know you as your
individual frequency signature. That frequency signature can be followed
through history because it is always unique and individualized as you are.

However, this frequency signature has been disconnected from all of the
forms that it has taken during the past eons through a tragedy that was

never supposed to happen in a Divine System. This tragedy can be
removed very easily by listening to the frequencies of your Music of the
Spheres in your Individualized Immortality CD.

The Akashic Records that are usually retrieved through channeling are
words that describe a few events in a few of your past lives. These events
are not what is important about you. What is important to know is that your
spiritual reality is a frequency signature. You are a beautiful star made of
these frequency signatures of light and sound. When all of these frequency
signatures are woven back together into their original starry spectacular for
and magnificent harmonious symphony of Love, you become a star who is
ready to co-create through Divine Mind any reality that you desire.

The true Akashic Records which are within the memory of the Music of the
Spheres Crystal Caves of Inner Earth will be breathed and sung back into
your Consciousness and into the Atmosphere of Earth beginning in early
2013. It is the goal of the Elohim Angels to have you all prepared to hear
your frequencies and align your Consciousness into your original frequency
of HOME between 2013 and 2017. This has been the plan for over 500
million years. There have been several attempts of this ascension event;
but, this time it is guaranteed.

The reason that it will be different this time is because there will be enough
of you on Earth that understand what is taking place in your Consciousness
and in your bodies to go with the flow and to not be seduced by fear. What
will make the greatest difference is the amount of people who have chosen
to get their Individualized ETERNAL LIFE/IMMORTALITY CD, which

includes their frequencies of their entire Music of the Spheres
Consciousness. This is the key to opening the doors of the records of our
immortality.

STEP SIX:

It is time to wake up and get plugged into the Consciousness of your Higher
Selves. This Consciousness can be felt through the Breath of the
Frequency Signatures of these spiritual twins. It is time to take some
discernment lessons of frequencies because there will be a continued
attempt to trap you through lowered frequencies and inaudible frequencies.

If you can't tell the difference between a low frequency of consciousness
and a high frequency of consciousness, it is recommended that you begin
with the Ascension Kit and practice listening until you gradually see how
everything else in the world is a little lower. And the more you listen you will
realize that the world around you seems to get a little lower each day.
Finally, you will realize that you are floating so high above the rest of the
world that you just don't want anything in it any longer.

The frequencies in the Super Frequency Kit contain the frequency
signatures of the planetary alignments, galactic alignments, star alignments
and all realignments of all dimensions within the Universal and Cosmic
Structures that our Individual Cosmic Structures are a part of. These are the
frequencies of the Mass Ascension at all levels of the Music of the Spheressphere one, sphere two, sphere three, sphere four and sphere five woven
into the Oneness of the Omniversal Consciousness.
The frequencies in the Ascension Kit contain codes of alignment from within
the cells of the body aligning into the crystal spheres of the Universal,
Cosmic and Source Consciousness. Those codes are generic and for the

mass ascension. This step in the process of ascension is highly
recommended.
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2010=2015 has been the window of time created for us to remove all negativity from our lives (our cellular memory
template) to prepare the way for a new reality to be programmed within us. The plan has always been to have enough of
our negativity burned out of us through the modulation of the Sun's Frequencies transmutting the old karma that has
been locked within us through the seals, miasms and other errors that were placed in our programming.
The fve year plan was to prepare our consciousness for this time in 2015 when the MASSES would finally believe that
Estraterrestrials are real and they are with us now.
It is now the time that we must fine tune the high frequency vibrations. This is what I have done with the OVer the
Rainbow and Emeral City Albums. There will be more and more of these albums with the FINE TUNING that is now
needed in our ascension process. Now, more than ever, as you upgrade your frequency, the SLIGHTEST DEVIATION, or
the slightest thing that is not in alignment with the HIGHEST FREQUENCY will cause the entire mechanism to grind to a
hault. You are becoming so highly refined that you can not now continue to go back and forth from the highest
frequencies back to the slightest deviation of that frequency. Even the smallest misalignment of one particle will cause
the entire thing to come crashing down. Each time you deviate from the FAST PATH, you will have to start over. You will
get faster at starting over. You now have these tools to place on your ears, tune in to the frequencies and get back on the
path again.
I was trained by the Elohim of Hearing to bring the HIGHEST FREQUENCY to Earth through this music. The more you stay
in Tune with this Frequency, the faster you will obtain the Freedom of Ascension beyond the Five Senses into the
Immortal Knowing of All. But, each time a NEGATIVE Idea enters in and lowers the frequency, the entire mechanism
stops. We must maintain this Frequency Constantly in order to remain in the Mind of God continuously.
It is virtually impossible to remain in the Highest Frequency at all times without keeping this music on your ears at all

times. The new album, OVER THE RAINBOW will keep you in that frequency. The Portal to the New REality and the
REturn to the Divine State will explain to you how this process takes place and will provide you with the meditations and
journies that you need.
The NEw Sets of OVER THE RAIN BOW, Portal to New REality and Return to the Divine State are the newest and latest
versions of what began as the Complete Ascension Kit seven years ago.
The preparation for this time was done by the raising of frequencies by raising the accretion level of matter or what
would be seen in science as removing polarity or duality of the matter and ante matter, the physical and the spiritual.
The physical is simply what we have bee programmed to believe through the five senses. The spiritual is that which has
not yet been seen by the give senses. Now is the time when we must learn to know and believe that what we have not
yet seen, touched, felt, heard or smelled is just as real as that which we have experienced with the five senses. Now is
the time when the FULL SPECTRUM of Light and Sound is being revealed to us.

THE BIG QUESTION IS THIS? How many of you actually CARE?
Do you really care enough about the greatest gift that has ever been bestowed upon you, and the human race in the past
million eons? Do you really care?
It doesn't appear to me that very many of you care at all. The way you care is by getting involved in the process. The way
you get involved in the process is by raising your frequencies beyond your old 3D hearing and seeing and allow your
senses to expand into the 5D Full spectrum of light and sound.
I have given you the opportunity to experience this reality simply by listening to the frequency music that I prepare.
There are over four hundred members on my website who claim they are here because they want to learn. However,
only 2-5% of those members ever purchase music or teachings that will allow them to experience this grandest of times.
There are still masses of the young SEEKERS for a new reality reading every blog they can get their eyes on; however,
there are only the CHOSEN FEW who have learned how to DISCERN. Most of them are just reading the same old news
that has been rewritten over and over again for the past twenty years, and thinking it is new just because they have
never seen it before.
What you will find on this webiste IS, IN FACT BRAND NEW. The other news you are hearing is very very old.
The Frequencies on the latest album OVER THE RAINBOW are the NEWEST FREQUENCIES that exists in the UNIVERSE.
Those who are TUNING in to the NEW REALITY will be desiring to TUNE IN to the NEWEST FREQUENCIES. Those who are
true Indigos and Crystal Children are having their codes awakened which is turning them on to wanting to know who
they are. This is the wake up call for many young people. They will need help in discernment.
I have been reading the non sense in the New Age Movement for many years, and I have never seen them reveal any
new reality about anything. What I see are con artists who know how to re write the same news over and over again,
never saying anything new to an audience who truly believes that they are saying something new in each message. It is
very disturbing to me that so many will continue to choose old warn out stories about a time that has already come and
gone, when there is this brand new reality moving us beyond time and space right in front of our eyes.
The OVER THE RAINBOW album contains a verbal detailed explanation of what is happening at this time and the
frequencies follow that contain the information as frequencies.

The news is available. I created it for you.
If you don't want the truth, you really shouldn't be at my website. I will be making a very dramatic shift between paid
members and non paid members in the near future. Paid members are now receiving mp3's of my teachings on my
webinars. I am creating webinars that will answer the questions directly for paid members only.
A brand new world is unfolding in front of you. It is your responsibility to learn how to see and hear this reality. There
are several groups on earth who have been providing tools that will help raise frequencies and tune in to the voices of
your Soul Family, Higher Self and Guides of your Ascension. The frequency music I created is a proven tool that does
prepare you for this new reality.
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The year 2014 has brought the frequencies that will allow the acceptance of galactic families from many universes. This
is the year of 9. The number 9 means the density level of 9 pulling us into the galactic 8. We must always rise one density
higher than the one we can comprehend. We are being prepared to comprehend or accept the reality that there are
many galactic families who are here with us now and preparing to begin interactions with our government.
The event that has been planted, founded and growing stronger every day is the event that will create the demand for
DISCLOSURE from the government. According to Bashar, there are less than 200 members of top secret government who
actually know the truth about the Information that has been hidden from the world.
That information includes all of the interactions that have taken place between the inner government and extra
terrestrials. I had been wondering why it would even make a difference if the world was told Yes, there are Aliens and
they have been on Earth and there will be more of them coming to Earth. I have always assumed that even when people
where told this truth, that there would be those who believe and those who do not, and there would be many who
would panic and pull out guns.
I have been talking to my Ascension Team about this a lot this week, and the answer was revealed to me yesterday. The
Disclosure is going to include the truth about the wonderful goodies that the E.T.s have given to Earth that were hidden
from us. When they learn about the goodies, they will believe, and they will decide that they love the wonderful Starry
Families who have brought the gifts.
A few of the gifts that we know that they brought to Earth, that were hidden from us were the directions to create a
spaceship, technology that would give us Free Energy, technology that will remove all polution in a matter of days,

technology that will heal all diseases.
That is how the Disclosure will be presented. The Inner Government has this 80 trillion dollar technology that they have
been keeping for themselves, and very soon-- next year, it will be ours.
After 2015 the technology will be introduced. That means we don't need to worry about May 2017 when the electricity
stops working. I had always imagined that Guardians as great as ours would make sure we had a new energy before the
old one was removed. This is how it will be done.
Of course, it is our responsibility to make sure these things happen.
We have been given the formula of Manifestation.
If we have the VISION of the above happening.
If we Desire it, Belief it, Accept it and give it Focused Intention and then Act as if we already know and believe it is true,
and then LET GO AND LET GOD DO HIS THING.
If we all do this, we will have a wonderful Christmas in 2015.
After that, Energy will be free, the technology of the great ones will be ours.
This is what will inspire the believing necessary to activate the DNA in 2017.
By 2018, our government will begin negotiations with Star Fleets that will allow them to land and it will
allow us to become Galactic Citizens of the Universe.
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been locked within us through the seals, miasms and other errors that were placed in our programming.
The fve year plan was to prepare our consciousness for this time in 2015 when the MASSES would finally believe that
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It is now the time that we must fine tune the high frequency vibrations. This is what I have done with the OVer the
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hault. You are becoming so highly refined that you can not now continue to go back and forth from the highest
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the entire thing to come crashing down. Each time you deviate from the FAST PATH, you will have to start over. You will
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would be seen in science as removing polarity or duality of the matter and ante matter, the physical and the spiritual.
The physical is simply what we have bee programmed to believe through the five senses. The spiritual is that which has
not yet been seen by the give senses. Now is the time when we must learn to know and believe that what we have not
yet seen, touched, felt, heard or smelled is just as real as that which we have experienced with the five senses. Now is
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Do you really care enough about the greatest gift that has ever been bestowed upon you, and the human race in the past
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It doesn't appear to me that very many of you care at all. The way you care is by getting involved in the process. The way
you get involved in the process is by raising your frequencies beyond your old 3D hearing and seeing and allow your
senses to expand into the 5D Full spectrum of light and sound.
I have given you the opportunity to experience this reality simply by listening to the frequency music that I prepare.
There are over four hundred members on my website who claim they are here because they want to learn. However,
only 2-5% of those members ever purchase music or teachings that will allow them to experience this grandest of times.
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never saying anything new to an audience who truly believes that they are saying something new in each message. It is
very disturbing to me that so many will continue to choose old warn out stories about a time that has already come and
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